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• The library

• Downsizing

Facilities Management
Fogler concerned about high
copes with $1 million cut number offood drink incidents
By M. Jon Rinaldi
Staff Writer
Since budget cuts began at the
University of Maine three years
ago,the Department of Facilities
Management has laid off about
100 employees and had its budget cut by just over $1 million
annually.
"What that doesn't tell you is
that over the past three or four
years that this occurred there are
new expenses,new buildings that
I feel are budget cuts themselves
since you have to reallocate
(funds)to take care of those new
expenses," said Tom Cole, Director of Facilities Management.
Facilities Management is responsible for the operation and
maintenance of the UMaine campus including: fuel, heat, electric, water, sewer, utilities,
grounds, building maintenance
and oversight of new projects on
campus.
The budget cuts have affected
mostly personnel, with grounds
and maintenance taking the brunt
of the layoffs.
Many routine maintenance
projects end up being delayed in
order to take care of more pressing
problems, which will end up costing the university more in the long

run.
Cole said, "The things that
we're doing are the things that
are most critical: roofleaks,steam
line breaks, water line breaks."
Five Americans with Disabilities Act projects, which will be
going on over the next three
months, will take priorities over
a lot of other things, Cole said.
Future problems will arise
with less pressing projects such
as painting buildings or windows.
Dr. Charles Rauch, vice president of business and finance,said
since the painting of the president's house had been delayed,
when they finally got around to
doing it, they discovered rotted
wood that needed replacement.
"That expense is not planned
for," Rauch said. "When you let
maintenance go for a number of
years, it ends up costing considerably more in the future."
Another area hurt by the cuts
is the engineering department,
which lost one third of their staff
and are responsible for overseeing new projects on campus.
Ron Brown, a construction
specialist in the engineering department, said that things were
easier before downsizing, since
there were a few more people to
See FM page 4

An otherwise harmless lunch can end up ruining a book forever.(Photo illustration be LeClair.)

By Derek Rice
Staff Writer
Despite signs posted at each
entrance and at other points
throughout the building, the
problem of food in Fogler Li-

Stillwater Village

Complex's residents speak out
Inst managerial policies
By Tony Hallett
Staff Writer
In a continuing struggle for tenant rights, 14 residents and former
residents criticized managerial
practices and policies at the Stillwater Village ApartmentComplex.
It is a story in which tenants
claim managerial practices are riddied by legal violations and questionable safety practices.
"There was afire here abouttwo
or three years ago,and there was no
fire-alarm. The fire-fighters had to
go door to door to evacuate the
tenants,"Andrew Weymouth,atenant, said. The incident prompted a
full-scale investigation by the State
Fire Marshal's office.

"We required the facilities have
manual
fire alarm system, with
a
one pull station per floor," Nelson
Collins, spokesman for the Fire
Marshal's office said. Nelson,who
was responsible for the investigation, added that state law requires
anything over 11 units or three or
more stories shall be provided with
an alarm system.
An inspection report from the
Orono Fire Department from Feb.
7, 1992,lists the Stillwater Village
as a 96-unit complex, with three
stories per building.
"The code rules and regulations fall under state law, and the
law gives a penalty clause," Nelson said.
Some tenants contend there are
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Student Government's
pockets aren't quite as
deep as they thought.
page 4

no fire alarms in their building.
"We have not made a revisit to
see if the alarms have been installed," Collins said, adding that
the alarms in the burned-out portion of the building "haven't been
tested."
"We have many tenants corning to us every year with cornplaints," Shellie Batuski said. Batuski is an attorney at UMaine Legal Services.
Amir Reza, a student at
UMaine,said that he had problems
cashing the check for their security
deposit.
Weymouth has not had trouble
with obtaining a security deposit.
He has, however, had difficulty

brary is worse this fall than during any semester, the Dean of
Cultural Affairs and Libraries
said Thursday.
Food, drinks, gum and tobacco are not allowed in the
building for various reasons,
including the damage and staining of library materials.
Outside agents, such as insects and other vermin, are attracted by food and eat the paper,
glue and other parts of books,
Dean Elaine Albright said.

"We here in the library are
interested in the preservation of
our materials," Albright said.
"We see our work as an investment in education for those students who are here now and for
their children. So it has to be
thought of as a lifetime of investment."
For the first violation of the
library's policy, the offenders
are given the opportunity to either have their food or drink tak-

See FOOD page 4

Former Massachusetts Governor Mike Dukakis addressed
the crowd at a lecture he gave in Donald P. Corbett Hall
yesterday. Story on Page 6.(Page photo.)

See RENT page 5
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• Phone home

• U.S. troops plauged with suicides in Haiti
• African National Congress proposes new plan
• At least 46 people are killed in disaster
• Apartheid

Depression takes toll on U.S. troops ANC government takes own initiative
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti(AP)— The U.S. military geared up for Haiti with
flak jackets and malaria pills, expecting casualties from combat or disease.
The only three U.S. servicemen to die so far all took their own lives, and
specialists are struggling to prevent further suicides.
Battalion chaplains and mental health professionals are sounding out the ranks for signs
ofstress and depression thatcould lead to another suicide among the 18,000 servicemen and
women in Operation Uphold Democracy.
Commanders are also trying to build up morale by making available radio and TV
broadcasts, the occasional steak or day on a beach, and concerts next week by countrywestern stars The Gatlin Brothers.
"Big change leads to big stress," Maj. Eric Cipriano, 33, of the 528th Combat Stress
Control Detachment from Fort Bragg, S.C., said Thursday."We want to make sure that
people understand that suicide is a permanent solution to a temporary problem."
Cipriano's combat stress detachment has been here a month to raise awareness ofsuicide
warning signs. It will ultimately comprise two psychiatrists, two social workers, four
behavioral science soldiers with basic counseling skills and an occupational therapist.
They are aided by the battalion chaplains who try to touch base with the troops regularly
to see how they are. Chaplain Chester Egert, 37, of Fort Drum, N.Y.,says the main worry
a soldier is likely to face is prolonged family separation.
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CAPE TOWN,South Africa(AP)— Unable to work out a compromise on amnesty
with its main political rivals,the ANC-led government said Thursday it will go ahead with
its own plan.
The law that will be proposed to parliament will set up a committee to take testimony on
apartheid crimes from amnesty-seekers, Justice Minister Dullah Omar said.
The plan Omaroutlined tojournalists was virtually the sameone the African National Congress
proposed last year before it won South Africa's first all-race election in April.
Anyone seeking amnesty for crimes defending or opposing apartheid would have to tell the
Truth Commission details ofwhatthey did and have their namesand the events they wereinvolved
in published. Once granted amnesty,they could never be prosecuted or sued for their activities.
President Nelson Mandela and the ANCsay a Truth Commission is needed toconfrontand put
behind crimes of apartheid committed by government forces and anti-apartheid groups.
The amnesty would cover crimes between March I, 1960,and Dec.5, 1993,excluding white
extremists responsible for a bombing campaign that killed more than 20 people just before the
election.
The plans were criticized by the Inkatha Freedom Party and the National Party.
"We feel that they are rushing into creating too many commissions," said Farouk Cassiem,
an Inkatha member ofparliament."Rather than opposing the question ofseeking the truth, we are
merely opposing the mechanisms that government has been employing."
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• Rush hour

Bridge collapses over
Han River in Seoul
SEOUL,South Korea(AP)— A section of a major
bridge collapsed during morning rush hour Friday in
Seoul,sending a packed city bus,a van and about 10 cars
plummeting to the river below. At least46 people were killed.
Some ofthe cars fell into the shallow water ofthe Han River.
Others,including the upside-down wreckageofthe bus,remained
on the fallen 150-foot section of the four-lane Songsu bridge,
which did not sink.
The bus was carrying about60 people, including high school
students.
Boats, divers and helicopters rushed to the scene to rescue
survivors. About 30 people were rescued, according to news
reports. Some of the injured were loaded onto nets lowered by
helicopters and rushed to hospitals.
"Suddenly the bridge collapsed and!saw cars,a busand a van
go down into the river," witness Park Chong-woo told Yonhap
news agency."It took 30 minutes for rescue vehicles to arrive."
Other witnesses told Yonhap some ofthe cars that fell directly
into the river were swept away because it was flowing rapidly
following a night of heavy rains.

3

• Gaza Strip

Israelis bury dead
following bus bombing
TEL AVIV,Israel(AP)— As anguished Israelis on
buried their dead from the Tel Aviv bus
bombing, authorities ordered sweeping arrests of suspected terrorists and sealed the autonomous Gaza Strip and
occupied West Bank.
Facing public demands for a crackdown on militants in the
wake of Wednesday's bombing, the government also ordered
the demolition of the home of a Palestinian suspected in the
suicide attack that killed 21 people.
The fledgling self-rule government in Gaza deplored the
decision prevent Palestinians from going to work in Israel as
collective punishment that could slow the peace process.
"This is an attempt to make the Palestinian people kneel
down," said Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat.
Speaking ataceremonyforfallen soldiersThursday evening,
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin vowed Israel will outlive the
Islamic fundamentalists who seek its destruction.
"To those who are trying to harm us, the kidnappers and
gunmen and bombers: Israeli soldiers and security forces will
find you sooner or later,and your fate will be bitter," Rabin said.
The government authorized more money for Shin Bet, the
internal security service, charging it with a concerted effort to
locate cells of the fundamentalist Hamas movement which
claimed responsibility for the attacks.

4

• Tension

• Journalism

Assembly demands
U.S. and N. Korea
reach draft agreement crackdown on violence
GENEVA (AP) — The United States and
North Korea reached a draft agreement to ease
months of tension over the North's nuclear program, the chief U.S. negotiator said late Monday.
Robert L. Gallucci said the draft would be sent to
Washington and to Pyongyang for approval and that
negotiators hoped to sign the document in Geneva on
Friday.
He declined to give details of the accord, but said it
was "broadly acceptable and positive" for the United
States and North Korea's neighbors, including South
Korea and Japan. He said it addressed concerns about
North Korea's nuclear program past and present,as well
as "facilities under construction."
"I personally think it is a good agreement," Gallucci said at a midnight news conference. North Korean
diplomats were not available for comment.
The United States and others fear North Korea has
already made at least one atomic bomb, although
North Korea insists its nuclear program is for peaceful purposes only.

5

TORONTO (AP) — Eighteen journalists were
killed and others were assaulted over the last year in
the Western Hemisphere, the Inter-American Press
Association said Thursday.
The association ended its 50th general assembly with a
call on authorities to crack down on the violence against
journalists and lift legal restrictions on press freedoms.
"The crack of the rifle and pistol is the trademark sound
of a sinister brand of 'new journalism' in the Americas,"
IAPA said in its final document after a four-day meeting
here. The report said 10 journalists had been killed in
Colombia alone.
"In every single instance, their murderers so far have
gotten offscot-free," IAPA said. "It is the exception rather
than the rule that anyone is charged in such cases."
IAPA called Cuba "Public Enemy No. 1" of a free
press.
"In no other nation in the hemisphere ... is the assault on
a free press so sustained, so vicious and,sadly, so effective
as in the Communist dictatorship of Fidel Castro's Cuba,"
it said.
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• Financial aid

• General Student Senate

Technology keeps
office up to speed

Senate fmds surplus much
lower than first estimate
By Mike Lane

cessed so far,compared to the 2,600 processed Staff Writer
at the same time in 1993.
"We are way ahead this year because ofthe
The General StudentSenate,wrestling with
short forms used for loans," Assistant Director the dwindling supplemenatary budget, has deof Financial Aid,Susan Shogren stated.
cided to cancel the process.
The budget surplus has fallen from
This year did notstartout as smoothly as the
figures represent, though. The financial aid $94,732.62 to the projected excess of
office had planned to use the shortformsinstead $33,997.90, due to discrepancies in the enrollofthe long forms for Stafford loans, but a mix- ment figures used to determine the Student
up occurred with the guarantee agency that Government budget, said David Gagne, Viceprovided the forms for the loans,Shogren said. President for Financial Affairs.
"During the week of October 10, Student
The financial aid office was going to deal
with the banks directly,omitting the step where Governmentcalled theBusiness Officetocheck
Maine residents had to send the forms to the the balance of the Activity account. The numbank. This new and easy process would be for bers we received were not in line with our
Maine residents who have previously obtained estimates of that balance," Gagne said.
loans from Maine lenders.
Student Government based the need for the
The guarantee agency sent out forms to the supplementary budget process on enrollment
students, even though this was not required. figures of 8,574 from the Bursar's Office, on
Essentially, many students obtained too many Sept. 16, 1994.
forms for financial aid which caused problems
"The enrollmentestimates we received preforthe financial aid office as well as the students vious to this were from the Bursar's Office and
requesting loans.
the Registrar's Office. These estimates never
"This happened in May, June and July. took into account instances such as waivers,
Because of the other forms, there was a lot of non-payment,drops, and exemptions as deterconfusion.The problem has been resolved,and mined by the various University of Maine
Students wait in line inside the Finanthe guarantee agency apologized for the misun- administrators," Gagne said.
cial Aid department.(Page photo.)
derstanding," Shogren said.
The new estimate,taken from the Business
Not only is the financial aid office ahead of Office, is 7,860 activity fee-paying students.
By Jeff Teunisen
last year's pace, they are also getting a quick Gagneestimatesabudgetsurplusof$33,9997.90
Staff Writer
start on processing loans for next semester. based upon the new estimates.
Thanks to computer processing, Stafford They are now processing applications they
- "This number is relatively accurate,"Gagne
loan shortforms and an extended workforce,the received two weeks ago.
said.
financial aid office is ahead of last year's pace.
To deal with this budget surplus Gagne told
Financial aid is almost entirely based on
Approximately 4,200 loans have been prothe senate that the issue should be dealt with on
See AID page 5

CharlesAllenfieldsa question dun ng uesday night's GSS meeting.(Rotch photo.)
an individual basis.
"I'd likeseparateclubstocometosenateand we
will deal with in separate resolutions," Gagne said.
Amended totheExecutiveBudgetary Committees motion for senate to accept the budget
cancellation, was the allocation of $1,400 to
the women's ice hockey team.
In last year's budget process the women's
ice hockey team filed a budget but it was lost
and they received no funds.
"Itis ourfaultthey didn'tgetthe money last
year. They are applying for the money they
applied for last year which we didn't give
them," senator Ben Milkejohn said in defense
of the $1,400 allocation.
At Tuesday meeting three senators, who
did not run in the election, were appointed and
sworn in by Vice President Charles Allen.The
senators were sworn in for dormitories which
had noelected senators.Thefreshmen senators
are Scott Sinclair,Hart;James LeBlond,Cumberland; and Sean McGrath,Penobscot.

Proven Leadership and Experience
State Representative
Kathleen Stevens
UM Class of 1992
Graduate Student

State Senator
John O'Dea
UM Class of 1991
Chairman, Education
Committee

State Representative Kathleen Stevens and State
Senator John O'Dea have a unique understanding of
our University's needs.
Both have been strong, outspoken advocates of
the University and of quality education throughout the

state of Maine. They are both ranking members of the
Joint Standing Committee on Education. Both are
recognized and respected as the University's best
friends in Augusta.
Let's keep them working for us in Augusta.

Authorized and paid for by the Committee to Re-elect Stevens and O'Dea. Jeannie Matava and Laurie Sleight, Treasurers.
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from page 1

take the pressure off.
"It's hard to concentrate on the big
projects with a lot of other little things
going on at the same time," he said."You
lose concentration."
Brown said many times the engineering staff operates under time constraints
with respect to new projects financed by
bond issues.
If they don't get the project under
way in time, the money will be gone, he
said.
Another area that could end up costing
more money in the long run is vehicles.
"We haven't bought a new pick-up
since 1988," said Brian Page, assistant
director of operations.
Cole said unless there is a replacement schedule where money is put aside

annually, which Facilities Management has
not been able to do, you are backing yourself into a corner.
"At some point all this stuff becomes
old and starts breaking down. When that
happens you've got two choices: You go
out of business or face a large capital lien
all at once," Cole said.
As for the future, "Things don't look
good. The vice presidents and the president(of UMaine)are aware. When reallocating money, Facilities Management is
top priority. It won't happen this year,"
Rauch said.
Brown said if more budget cuts occur,
"It could be very interesting to see things
get done."
In the end, Cole said,"Somebody's got
to pay the piper."

ON THE JOB
SAFETY
BEGINS HERE

Facilities Mangement.(LeClair photo.)

Food

from page 1

en away or to leave the building with it.
The latter, said Albright, is uncomfortable for both the offender and for the
staff member who must escort them to
the door.
Repeat offenders, identified by the
staff, are asked for their MaineCard and
reported to the Student Affairs conduct
officer.
"We regret the conflict position
which we find ourselves in with people
who should know better," Albright said.
"The staff has enough to do from day to
day without having to act as a police
officer or surrogate parent."
The custodial staff has enough daily
cleaning tasks to do without having to
do the extra job of cleaning food and
drink spills, said the head of the library's custodial staff.
"The food and the soda are a problem, but the gum is a big problem,"
Frank Morrison said. "It's everywhere.
It gets on the floor of the stairwells, and

INFORMATION
RESEARCH
Largest Library of information in U.S. all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

800-351-0222

ORDERING
HOT LINE
or (310) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322Idaho Ave., # 206.A. Los Angeles, CA 90025

then on someone's feet and without them
knowing it, they track it all over the carpets and everywhere."
Morrison added that many people do
not know that gum and water are not allowed in the building. There are "four or
five fountains" throughout the building
that people can use if they are thirsty, he
said. A tour of the building,led by Morrison,
turned up other problems besides the food
and drink. Many of the carrels and restrooms have been vandalized by graffiti
or theft. On one floor, four of the seven
carrels were missing the light bulbs which
had been replaced only a few weeks before.
Chewing tobacco is another problem.
Library patrons spit it in the corners of the
elevators and even in the recycling wastebaskets, Morrison said. The paper in the
buckets has to be thrown away since it can
no longer be recycled.
"It gets so costly, between the damage, paying the staff and the materials to
fix the damage," he said. "When I came
here three and a half years ago, we had
seven janitors. Now we're down to four
and a half, so everyone has to cover bigger areas."
The extra costs of cleaning the building, some of which must be done by out-

THE

PRINCETON REVIEW
IS NOW MEETING ON THE

U Maine Campus
for the

If you're serious about Graduate School, then prep with the best. Our course
guarantees classes of fifteen students or fewer and extra help with your instructors,
not tapes or computers. For dates of upcoming courses, CALL TODAY.

m1447-0254

needs of others and may be contributing
to the greater number of rule infractions.
"People seem to be feeling less individual responsibility for the whole and
to be more self-concerned," she said.
"They aren't accepting that they have
an impact on the whole whether they
want to or not. It's not a choice. It's a
fact."
The custodial staff is planning to use
the display cases in the hallway between
the mall entrance and the reference section as a visual aid. Part of the display
will feature a gallon jar full of gum that
was removed from the undersides of tables and carrels, Morrison said.
Both Albright and Morrison said that
they hope that students will take it upon
themselves to adhere to the library's rules,
so that funding may be spent on materials
rather than cleaning and repairing.
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side contractors,take away from the funds
that the library has to acquire new materials and to hire staff, Albright said. At
present, the job of enforcement of the
rule lies with any staff member who happens to see an infraction.
"We seriously considered hiring a security guard to police the building but
that would take away from something,"
she said.
Another alternative Albright considered was the possibility of increasing
the size of the glassed-in lobby to the
dimensions of the overhang on the Union
side of the library. She would have put
tables and chairs there, installed vending machines and possibly piped in music, so students could go somewhere to
enjoy a snack or a drink without leaving
the building. She could not follow though
on the idea because "the money just
isn't there."
"I would not be averse to, if we had
the space or the money, a coffee shop
outside the general area and cleaned differently than the rest of the building," she
said.
Albright also said for those who enjoy
a snack or a drink while they study, the
Union's various lounges offer alternative studying environments.
Theft, Albright said, is also a major
problem.
"When materials are stolen or vandalized, we seldom replace them," she said.
"We are always looking to keep up with
the new materials so we don't have the
time or funding to look back."
Albright said that she has noticed
patrons are not willing to think about the

Tuesday get a double discount

20% Off with student ID
Save 10%
On any order with student ID,
eat in or take out, minimum order $5.
371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery •
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Rent
obtaining information about it.
"Gail wouldn't give me any information
on the escrow account." Weymouth mentioned how the manager reported her attorney would handle it, but wouldn't give him
the name or number of the lawyer.
This practice is listed as a 'don't' in the
consumer law guide which states"the tenant
has the right to request the bank location and
account number in which the security deposit is being held."
Reza's and Weymouth's complaints did
not start there.
"The landlords came in to our apartment
when we were not home without our permission," Reza said."They said they needed to
check if it needed to be painted or repaired."
Section 14.11 of the consumer law guide
provided by the attorney general gives more
detail. It states: "Except in the case of
emergency or if it is impractical to do so,the
landlord should give the tenant reasonable
notice of an intent to enter and shall enter
only at a reasonable time - 24 hours is
presumed to be reasonable notice."
Weymouth and his roommates Chris
Darling and Glen Reed, told of a similar
incident.
"We had a leak last year," Reed said,
"and maintenance personnel came when we
weren't home, beat a hole in our bathroom
wall, and left it there for two weeks." No
notice had been given that maintenance was
going to be working in their home,and Reed
described how all of their toothbrushes and
other things that had been lying out were
covered with sheet rock powder.
An incident like this is illegal, says Batuski.
"A landlord must give reasonable notice
before entering a tenants apartment,"Batuski
said. Unless it is considered an emergency.
Almost all of the tenants interviewed
could not recall such notice being given.
Shawn Haskell, though he did not have
the problem of landlord intrusion, did mention another practice which he did not think
was fair.
"When we came to rent this place, we
were shown an apartment in which everything was brand new," Haskell said. He
recalled requesting he be shown the one he
and his two roommates were to rent and
being refused by Gail Carmel.
When they moved in, the actual apartment they got was less than what they had
been shown.
"This one was only two bedrooms, the
ceiling in the bathroom was rotting. The
place was a mess," Haskell said.
Batuski cited this example as a case of
fraud.
"You can not, by law,show a tenant one
apartment and rent him another that is not
exactly the same," Batuski said.
Other tenants complain that they cannot
get a copy ofthe lease agreement or oftenant
guidelines. State law requires such rules to
be available at request of the tenant.
Not all tenants are unhappy with the
conditions at the Stillwater complex.
"I like it a lot," Joan Eaton said. "I'm
very pleased." Eaton took time to mention
the quiet atmosphere of the apartments, as
well as the beautiful view over the Stillwater
river.
Freda Finch is also happy with her apartment.
"They're reasonable people.I like them."
Finch added that though sometimes the
weekends could get noisy, the environment
during the day was "nice."
Guy and Gail Carmel, the managers of
the complex, would not comment.
Attorney Ted Curtis is a spokesman for
Curtis and Griffin,a local law firm which own

from page 1
apartments in the Orono and Old Town area.
The District 122 legislative candidate took
time to describe several policies of his organization aimed at preventing tenant discontent.
"We meet personally with each prospective tenant, and sit and review the lease,"
Curtis said. He added that he took time to
explain when and under what circumstances
the security deposit would be used.
"We require that parents co-sign the lease
if the person is not independent, in order to
help them understand the responsibility involved in renting."
Curtis also reported his organization conducted annual inspections with the code
enforcement officer and fire department to
prevent any would-be fire hazards and to
make necessary repairs.
"We try very hard to make the rental
experience a happy one."

Aid

from page 3

need. Merit does not come into play because
UMaine's financial aid is primarily federal
money. This may not seem fair, but there is a
work merit program available for students who
do not qualify for Federal Work-Study funds
and need some financial assistance.
"Weare bonded by specific rules. In general
, the bulk of Maine's aid is need based,"
Shogren stated.
Newly renovated Wingate Hall is the new
home of UMaine's Financial Aid Office. The
office has been modified to accommodate students as well as the diligent staff members.
The financial aid office has one room specifically designed with computers and phones,
it is arranged with individual work spaces for
speed and accessibility to files. Here,studentcouncilor aides answer incoming calls with
easy access to the information needed.
The student-councilor aides(there are 12in

all)answer anywhere from 250-300calls daily.
The aides undergo 40 hours of training and
individual evaluations before being able to answer calls on their own.
"Ilike it. It makes mefeel good to help other
students," Senior Mechanical Engineering student Kent Albert said.
"Our office is successful because of the
quality of the students working here," Director
of Financial Aid,Peggy Crawford said.
Crawford added confidentiality is a very
important issue.
"Information does not go any further than
this office. We will not compromise that,"
Crawford said with concern.
The three new advisory rooms and office
hours are open from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and
should accommodate every students nerris.
Appointments can be made by stopping in at
Wingate Hall and signing up in the waiting room.

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

*****"
"CREF Stock Account
"CREF Bond Market Account. . .*****"
"CREF Social Choice Account . . . .****"
— M0111111gStal

ISN'T IT NICE WHEN
THE EXPERTS DISCOVER SOMETHING
YOU'VE KNOWN ALL ALONG.

O

ver 1.6 million people in education and
research know that choosing TIAA-CREF
was a smart move. And now everyone else does
too. Because Morningstar—one of the nation's
leading sources of variable annuity and mutual
fund information—has some stellar things to say
about our retirement investment accounts.
"This comfortable combination of
risk and return has earned the CREF
Stock Account a five-star rating?*
:40,000”,$111PIA*4004"04.
5
0E-ri.--,.,i

After studying CREF's performance history,
Morningstar gave five-stars—its highest rating—
to both the CREF Stock and Bond Market
Accounts, and an impressive four-stars to the
CREF Social Choice Account* In fact, the
CREF Stock Account was singled out as having
':..one of the best 10-year records among variable

a

annuities."*** Of course, past performance is no
guarantee of future results.
"...CREF is far and away the cheapest
variable annuity out there."

Morningstar also called attention to CREF's
"...rock-bottom" fees—something that can really
add to the size of your nest-egg down the road.
What's more, TIAA's traditional annuity—
which offers guaranteed principal and interest
plus the opportunity for dividends—was cited
as having the highest fixed account interest rate
among all annuities in its class.
We're happy to accept Morningstar's glowing
ratings. But nice as it is to focus on stars, we'll
keep focusing on something more down-to-earth:
building the financial future you want and deserve.
For more information about our Morningstar
ratings or TIAA-CREF,just call 1 800 842-2776.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.sm

S.

*Source: Morningstar's Comprehensive Variable Annuity/Life Performance Report January, 1994.
**Source: Morningstar Inc. for periods ending March 31,1994. Morningstar is an independent service that rates mutual funds and variable
annuities on the basis of risk-adjusted performance. These ratings are subject to change every month. The top 10% of funds in each class
receive live stars, the following 22.5% receive four stars.
***Among the variable annuity accounts ranked by Morningstar: the CREF Stock Account was 1 of 12 growth-and-income accounts with 10
years of performance. Morningstar ranks the performance of a variable annuity account relative to its investment class based on total returns.
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, including charges
and expenses. call 1-800-842-2733. ext. 5509 for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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• Astronomy

• Lecture

Planetarium celebrates 40th anniversary Dukakis speaks
on healthcare

By Ryan Haskell
Special to the Campus

By Deborah Cross

The Maynard F. Jordan Planetarium observed its 40th anniversary Saturday during an
all-day open house, which included planetarium demonstrations,talks by University ofMaine
professors and a stargazing party at Jordan
Observatory.
The celebration began in Wingate Hall at 11
a.m. with a cake cutting ceremony,attended by
University PresidentFred Hutchinson and about
fifty members of the public.
Dorothy Whitehouse, daughter of the late
Maynard F.Jordan for whom the planetarium is
named, cut the cake and Hutchinson had the
first piece.
Also celebrated atthe event wasa$1 million
endowment established for the planetarium by
Dorothy and Ted Whitehouse.
"The endowment that these folks are establishing really ensures its (the planetarium's)
future at the university," said Hutchinson."It's
a major outreach for the university."
The planetarium has over 10,000 visitors
come through its doors each year.
Mike Giroux operates the controls at the Maynard F. Jordan planetarium.
"From youngsters to adults, there's some- (LeClair photo.)
See STARS page 20

Special to the Campus
Former Governor and Presidential candidate Michael Dukakis gave his thoughts on the
controversial topic of health care yesterday in
the Donald P.Corbett Hall as part ofthe Margaret Chase Smith lecture series.
Dukakis is a graduate of Harvard Law
School and went on to become governor of
Massachusetts. Once his term ended, he spent
some time in Australia with his wife, Kitty, as
guests of the the city of Melbourne. After this
trip, he went on to Hawaii where he taught
public policy courses at the university.
While in Hawaii, he learned of the type of
health care that the state had. Dukakis said he
realized the coverage in Hawaii was practically
universal.
Dukakis said this was not the first time that
health care had been mentioned. Former presidents Ford and Nixon had pushedfora national
coverage.
Unfortunately, it had not been pursued.
When President Clinton began his platform to
get a national health care coverage plan activatSee DUKE page 20

• Health

Peer educators focus
ROSE
BIKE on men's genitalia
KILLER DEALS
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer

THE LEAVES ARE FALLING AND SO ARE OUR PRICES!

Jamis UKIA SAVE $54
GT Tequesta SAVE $44
Jamis Cross Country SAVE $50 Trek 920 SAVE $45
Jamis Durango SAVE $80
Trek 7000 SAVE $65
Jamis Exile SAVE $100
Trek 950 SAVE $76
G War Frame 8" SAVE $119
Available
Sunday

Monday Night during Football Season only

9 Pine Street
Orono
866-3525

Open:

M 9-5
T-Th 9-7
F9-5
Sat. 9-4

Men have many reproductive health concerns such as STDs, testicle cancer, testicle
torsion, prostate cancer and bruising to the
genitals.
"Health is a big concern.People should take
care of themselves but many don't how to,"
October 24 & 25

!MILL II
AGAIN
CINIEMA
Mondays -12noon
Tuesdays-3pm

"Red Rock West"
Totman Lge, Memorial Union
MEET ME AT

Hans Mundahl, peer educator, said.
STDs can be prevented by the use of condoms,abstinence,sexual history and a monogamous relationship, Mundahl said.
Peer educator programs stress the use of
birth control to prevent STDs and to take part in
sharing the responsibility in providing birth
control. If both partners work together, the
relationship is healthier, Mundahl said.
Several health problems can occur with the
prostate,located directly below the bladder and
surrounding the urethra. Prostatitis is an infection in the prostate and urethra. Symptoms
include pain,fever,frequent and burning urinating, painful ejaculation and blood in the urine,
a member of SHARE said.
Prostate cancer symptoms include a swelling of the prostate gland affecting the urethra,
which is where urine and semen travel,Mundahl
said.
Testicle cancer is cancer ofthe testes and is
See HEALTH page 20

1994 Scholarships available for students with disabilities
Are you: 1) Enrolled in a minimum of6 credits this Fall
2) Have a GPA of2.00 or above
3) In financial need?
Application information for four scholarships are available
through Services for Students with Disabilities,
Onward Builing, 581-2319

Deadline for filing is November 7, 1994
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• Column

out
Sober week ends,
confusion begins

• Drink

Sex Matters
Just a reminder: This
week is Alcohol Awareness Week. Best wishes to those faculty, staff,
students, and adminastrators who signed up for
the "DRINK-OUT."
Q: Does alcohol really have that big of an
effect on sex? First Year, Male
A: Alcohol is probably the best
known and most widely used drug. In
Shakespeare's Macbeth a character asks
what drinking causes and the porter replies,"it provokes the desire but takes
away the performance."
In small
amounts if reduces sexual inhibitions
but in large amounts it leads to erection
problems in men and lack of orgasm in
women. Even a small amount can lead
to temporary dysfunction. Many a party-goer as been dismayed t find their
performance less than usual after an
evening of heavy drinking. On a more
serious note, when someone has been
drinking, and especially when both partner's have been drinking, communication and safer sex tend to "go out the
window." With so many serious sexual-

by Dr. Sandra Caron Ph.D.

ly transmitted diseases around, that's a
high price tp pay fr having sex when
you're drunk.
Q: I've been sort of seeing this guy
for a while. I had been seeing him last
year, But we decided to break it off for
the summer. I hadn't planned on seeing
him this year as anything other than
friends. But when I first saw him in
September I was still attracted to him. I
wouldn't even classify our relationship
as dating - wejust have sex. That's not at
all what I want. I tried talking t him a
little last year about what I wanted but it
didn't do any good. It's either his way or
no way. I'm almost positive that all he
wants is sex, but I want something more.
Lately I've been thinking a lot about mu
past relationships and I've been feeling
very regretful. I don't know what to do.
Female, Junior
A: As you describe this relationship, I find it difficult to imagine what
real satisfaction and joys there can be
for you in this. You say,"It's either his
way o or no way," indicating your relationship is on his terms only. What
about your terms? You also state,
"That's not at all what! want." So why

continue the relationship? how about
making YOU a priority> A good relationship is a relationship of equal both of whom care about and respect
the well-being of the other. The relationship you describe sounds superficial. It sounds like you're looking of
something different - a relationship
with some depth or real intimacy - and
you're not finding it in this one. You
may want to consider ending this relationship and seeking one that is more
in line with your own interests and
desires. Before entering a new relationship, I would suggest you spend
some time thinking about what you
really want in a relationship with another person. It's important that we
think through our dream about what
makes a love relationship - then maybe it can become a reality.
Dr. Sandra 1. Caron is an Associate
Professor of Family Relations in the
Department ofhuman Development. She
teaches CHF 351: human Sexuality in
the Spring semester. Questionsfor Dr,
Caron should be sent directly to The
Maine Campus, basement of Lord Hall.
Copyright Sandra L. Caron, 1994.

TODAY'S WEATHER:
Occasional rain. Highs in the mid 50s.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

P11:1

A Pubtic. Set vice el the USDA Fort,e,t Service and
your Stole Fore,tf,

By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer
The week-long Greek Peer Educator-sponsored Drink Outis winding down,and although
members of the group are claiming success,
local merchants see a different result.
The group asked people to abstain from
alcohol during the week of Oct. 16 - 22 and
examine the role alcohol plays in their lives.
Participants were provided with a set of"Tips
for Surviving the Drink Out"thatoffered advice
about how to alter behavior patterns.
"I...1st night(Wednesday)was a record. We
were the busiest last night we ever were since I
started working here," Margarita's bartender
Randy Stone said."It compared to Homecoming. The place wasjammed."
Stone said a good nightgrossesaround$400
at the bar, but Wednesday the total went well
over $600. Those numbers do not take into
account receipts from the restaurant.
Stone showed several pictures of people
taken as partofa promotion the bar is mounting.
"There was a fair share of sorority girls in
here," he said. "In fact, they were flying their
colors. I informed a couple of girls that it was
alcohol awareness week, and they said, 'Oh,
we're quite aware ofalcohol,' and they ordered
up a couple more drinks."
Beverage Warehouse owner Brian Burby
said business at his establishment increased
also.
"This wasa good week,"Burby said."Nothing's changed. You take a week with a lot of
exams,that's when your sales will go down."
Although the Greek Peer Educators do not
See OUT page 20

SUBWAY'

WEEKEND OUTLOOK:
Chance ofshowers. Lows in the upper 30s.

$1.00 OFF
any footiong sub
with this coupon
any-other specials
Deliveries
Sun-Thurs
7pm - 1lpm
L.

18 Mill Street, Orono

Not good with

866-3550

Field Course on Wetland Ecology of the Everglades
January 3 to 13, 1995
For upperclass undergraduates and graduate students in the natural sciences, who have had an ecology course.
Topics include geology, paleoecology, history, hydrology, environmental chemistry, populations, autecology, animal
behavior, management,,and conservation of the Everglades wetland.
It will be 5 days of group field trips, 4 days of individual research and a final day of oral presentations.
Participents will have to tent in Everglades National Park and provide own transportaion to Miami or Everglades.
2 credits will be awarded in either INT 375 Field Studies in Ecology or VVI,M 697 Wildlife Management Problems
It will be led by faculty members: Aram Calhoun, Ronald Davis, Shirley Davis, Malcolm Hunter
1) $325 course fee (covers: transportation from Miami to and from Everglades and field
The cost includes:
work, all meals, field equipment & supplies, 60% staff expenses)
2) your transportation to Florida
3) tuition
Application forms can be obtained from 217a Deering Hall or 226 Nutting Hall

Deadline: October 31, 1994
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+.50 parking
AllSeats Reserved
A limited number of Gold Circle Scats
are available for this performance
1141SUN I FD RV RAVID

VERIIN FOR GRFAI NOR I I IFAS1 PRODLIC !IONS,INC.

Box Office,
All r/---citZA--ER. Outlets
Charge:(207)775-3311 or
(207)941-9711
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Arts &Entertainment
• Poetry

Fulbright Scholar
gives multicultural
slant to Free Zone
By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
In the largest room of the Thomson
Honors Center, the experiment continued. The Poetry Free Zone conducted its
third reading at noon on Wednesday before a modest gathering of people.
This week, the Zone not only went
multicultural but bilingual, as well. Featured were the poetic talents of Petr
Mikes and Kathleen Lignell.
Petr Mikes is a poet and translator
from the Czech Republic. He is an editor
for Votobia Publishing House and is
currently a Fulbright scholar here at the
University.
During the 1970s and 1980s, up until
the collapse of Communism, his poetry
attained its widest readership through
the Samizdat (underground) press.
For Wednesday's gathering, Mikes
read aloud several poems from his recent collections "In the Tracks of the
Dead" and "The Memory of the Wound."
What made this reading unique was
that Mikes performed it in his own native tongue. He was accompanied in his
task by Kathleen Lignell, who read the
English translation of each poem after
he finished it.
Altogether, Mikes read twelve poems to the audience. Though none of

Czech poet Petr Mikes reads both in his native tongue and English, in the Poetry Free Zone Wednesday at the Honors
Center.(Rotch photo.)
them were more than a few lines long,
they were all full of powerful emotion.
Listening to the them first read in their
original language helped give them a
much more distinct cultural identity.
Reading next was Lignell who,along
with Tina Passman, hosts the Poetry
Free Zone. She began with a reading of
twenty short poems entitled "River
Songs." The "River Songs" poems were
based loosely on women's folk songs
dating from about the eleventh century.
According to Lignell, these songs
were sung "either to reprimand her admirer's boldness or lament his absence
or departure."
"Manhirs," a two-part poem,took its
title and theme from certain South Seas

sculptures. "The Eve Hypothesis" was went to the podium again to speak for a
the longest poem read that day. This few minutes about his life in the Czech
eight-part poem was inspired by the dif- Republic and what effect the disintegraferent notion regarding human existence. tion of Communism had on poetry there.
Essentially, the poem dealt with Eve,
He spoke of how many of the popular
the Biblical first woman, and "Lucy," underground poets who railed against
the evolutionary first woman.
the Communists in their verse quickly
Part five of "The Eve Hypothesis" lost focus with no enemy to inspire them.
was actually a direct quote from a womSome of his anecdotes were quite
an who once lived for five months in a humorous in their irony. The audience
cave in New Mexico during the 1980s. broke into laughter after Mikes recountIts inclusion was a rather ingenious ed the story of a former Prague mayor
touch. Not only did it help break up the who is now an editor for the Czech edimonotony of the poem as a whole, but tion of "Playboy" magazine.
also gave the audience a more modern
Others, such as his descriptions of
perspective that they could better relate Stalinist purges and Nazi-style book
to.
burnings, were very somber and elicited
After Lignell finished reading, Mikes
See POETRY page 11

FOR THE RICOM
Stompbox, Big Chief, and Lucas

By Sam Bailey
Staff Writer
Stompbox •Stress
Columbia Records
Stompbox's major label debut is one of
the best records I've heard this year. They're
Boston-based, loud and they swear a lot.
What more could you ask for?
Stompbox sounds a lot like Helmet or
Prong, except the sound is not nearly as
sterile. The most striking part ofthis band to
me is the singer's voice: grainy, and deep,
with a surprisingly good dynamic range
(inasmuch as you need one to scream into a
microphone).The voice reminds me ofGlenn
Danzig's. Then, of course, we have the
normal complement of loud drums, overpowering bass, and what is either multiple
guitar players or at least multitrack layering,
making for a sort of wall-of-guitars feel.The
last and most peculiar addition is samplers,
although I guess in this day and age everyone is using samplers. Despite this,it sounds
very natural.
The album starts off with "No Woods"
which is my personal favorite. It's the sort
of song that forces people to move their
heads up and down in that classic headbanging motion, even when it seems so
Beavis and Butthead. Other highlights include "Chevy S-10" and "Saltpeterexitwound," although I can't honestly think of
a bad song on this album.

One thing Ifind very funny about Stompbox is that although they give every impression ofbeing a small, minor-label band,they
are on the vast monolith known as Columbia
Records. But it doesn't show at all, outside
of their cynical song titled "Working for
Sony", which is hilarious considering Sony
owns Columbia. What's even stranger is
that the label wants this band to do well so
they are selling this album for a discount
price and they are giving the band extra
promotion money and support. Generally,
from my experience, this means that someone in the band (or their management) is
sleeping with a Sony executive.
I just can't get over this record. It's so
wonderful. If you're planning to have children anytime in the near future, I suggest
you name them after this band.
Big Chief•Platinum Jive
Capitol Records
Another stellar record from the band that
brought us"Drive It Off"(an anthem solidly
encouraging drunken driving). In fact, I'm
not being sarcastic: I love this record.
This is the ultimate in semi-grunge
rock. They come from Seattle and used to
be on Sub Pop Records, yet they have
more of a sense of humor than most of
their peers: No Eddie Vedder-style flouncing or songs about animal rights from Big
Chief. Of course, this being their major
label debut,there are the compulsory cross-

Stompbox's new album "Stress" incorporates powerful vocals, wall of guitars,
and heavy drums for an appealing sound.(Courtesy photo.)
over singles: "Takeover Baby" and "Map bers of the group are depicted as being in
Of Your Failure" seem poised to rise on their own bands, my favorite name being
the charts. But past these tracks the rest of "White Like Mike," an obvious spoof of the
the album is solid and interestingly exper- well-known book "White Like Me".
imental.
Many of the songs start out like dirges
The cover art is very funny. It's sup- before verging into actual rock. But overall
posed to be a greatest hits compilation of the record is straight-out with no pretense of
songs from 1969-1999 complete with fake being anything else(except,possibly,ajoke).
artist names.Inside the booklet all the memSee RECORD page 11
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OFF THE SHELF

ON THE SILVE11. SCREEN

"Couplehood" by Paul Reiser

"Pulp Fiction"

By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
Experiencing the agony andjoy of being
a part ofa couple is the central theme ofPaul
Reiser's book,"Couplehood."
Reiser, best known for his television
work in such shows as"My Two Dads" and
"Mad About You," has followed in the footsteps of other comedians by writing his own
book.
Bill Cosby was probably the first comedian to take his act and put it in book
form. His first book, "Fatherhood," was
followed by three others. Jerry Seinfeld's
"Sein Language" made the best seller
lists earlier this year. Now readers should
brace themselves for a comedian attack.
Shortly after Reiser's book was published,
Tim Allen's book appeared in book stores,
and more books are reported to be in the
works.
Paul Reiser, who is less known as a
stand-up comedian, has some of the best
material. The book is just a running commentary of his marriage, but the observations that he makes give the reader a giggle
fest.
Reiser starts the book on page 145. He
reasons this by saying that the reader gets
credit for reading a longer book,and he gets
credit for writing one. This may seem like a

cheap joke, but to realize that you are on
page 160 after ten minutes ofreading is such
a great feeling.
Like his successful TV show, the book
uses experiences from his own marriage. A
fan of the show can see where some of the
material in "Couplehood" has been used.To
put it simply, a fan of the show will love the
book.
Once readers find an aspect of the book
that they can identify with, Reiser's commentary becomes like gold.
He analyzes everything from sleeping
positions(i.e. sleeping with one hand guarding the crotch) to deciding what to eat for
dinner.
This is essentially his stand-up act written down for readers who are inconvenienced
by watching "Comic Relief." But with this
medium, Reiser has the time to set up his
situations better. He also has the freedom to
put more jokes into his stories because he
isn't under any time constraints,like a standup act would be under.
"Couplehood" does give the reader the
hilarious facts of life as part of a couple.It is
easy to find one's own situations in Reiser's
writing.
The book presents relationships as acommon insanity that we all share. In knowing
that these little problems happen outside our
own world, we can all relax.

Re-Elect

By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
Bursting off the screen like some kind of
dangerous animal, "Pulp Fiction" takes on
the most action-packed of American films
and triumphs.
Writer-director Quentin Tarantino has
that certain touch that has only graced the
creative fingers of Scorcese. But Tarantino
should be viewed on his own, without comparison.
The greatness of Tarantino's script lies
not in the violence and action, but the dialogue. Tarantino could take away the blood
in his movies and still be left with greatfilms
on the merit of the dialogue alone. No one
ever could nor currently can write like him.
But it is the violence that makes Tarantino a topic of discussion. The torture scene
from his directing debut,"Reservoir Dogs,"
is still talked about. "Pulp Fiction" lives up
to his reputation.
People shouldn't be put off by the film's
violent side. Audiences need to look beyond
it to realize that these three intertwined
stories are not about the violence, rather the
characters.
The loyalty of John Travolta, the morality of Bruce Willis, and the spirituality of
Samuel L. Jackson are the key components
ofthe three stories. What their characters do
(or how they do it) is incidental.
In the first story, Travolta must take out
his mob boss's wife while he is away. The
wife, played by Uma Thurman, and Travolta hit it off at the start. Their desires are

evident in their conversation. Travolta has
to constantly remind himself that he is with
his boss's wife. Their urges are released
when the two enter a dance contest. Their
movements on the dance floor mimic the
longing they both feel. It's a golden moment
just to see Travolta dancing in a film again,
even if it is the twist and not disco.
In the second story, Bruce Willis is a
boxer who agrees to take a fall for Travolta's
boss. Willis double crosses the mob and
takes off to get out of the city before he is
killed. The only problem is he forgot his
gold watch and he has to go back to get it.
The set-up for the story is one of sheer
brilliance. In the story's introduction Christopher Walken talks to Willis' character as
a child, explaining the story of the gold
watch he gives the kid. The scene is genuine
Tarantino. Walken actually tops his performance in the Tarantino-written "True Romance" with this short scene.
The real surprise in this story is the acting
ability shown by Willis.The films that Willis
has been acting in haven't shown the range of
his talents. The only film that even touched
on this before was "Billy Bathgate."
The third story revolves around the new
found spirituality of a mob hit man. Samuel
L. Jackson plays a cool and nasty henchman
for the mob, who thinks he has experienced
a miracle from God during his last hit.
The third story is perhaps the most scatterbrained off the three, but its messages are
the most ambitious.
The entire film's order is totally mixed.
See PULP page 11

Maine Masque Theatre's 89th Season

Kathleen
Stevens

the

ROYA
HUN'
of the
c5ttn

November 8th
Written by
Peter Shaffer
Authorized and paid for by the Committe to Re-elect Stevens,
Jeannie Matava, Treasurer.

Directed by
J. Norman Wilkinson
The Jewish Students Organizaion
Would like to invite students, faculty, staff, friends and family to a

Bagel Brunch & Discussion
with

Professor Doug Allen
who will speak on

Values:
Does Being Jewish Make Any Difference?
Sunday, October 23, 1994 at 10:00a.m. in the
Peabody Lounge on the third floor of the Menorial Union.
If you have any questions, please call Shoshana Huberman
or Shelli Batuski at 581-1789

Hauck Auditorium
October 21, 22, 28 & 29
at 8:00 pm
October 23, 27 & 30
at 2:00 pm
Special Season Subscriptions
for Students Available Now!

Tickets: 581-1773
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• Upcoming

Poetry

Newport Jazz
comes to MCA

strong sympathy from the group.
It was an enjoyable reading. The atmosphere was very easy and relaxed.
Mikes and Lignell read well and with
great confidence and inspiration. Mikes'
talk at the end was informative without
being stuffy or overly-sentimental. I was
happy to have been there.
In honor of Halloween, next week's
Poetry Free Zone experiment is entitled
"Vampires & Ghouls." It will be held at
the Thomson Honor Center at noon on
Wednesday, October 26.

The night will be filled with the sounds
of jazz music as eleven of today's most
talented artists bring The Newport Jazz
Festival On Tour to the University of Maine
at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 25, at the Maine
Center for the Arts.
To celebrate Newport Ja77 Festival's 40th
anniversary, the Festival has gone on tour and
features some ofthe stars, young and old,from
previous Festivals.
Jon Faddis, who has played with famous
artists such as Mel Torme and Frank Sinatra,
will lend his talent with the trumpet to the
Festival, as will Doc Cheatham and Warren
Vache. Ken Peplowski, Lew Tabackin and
Red Holloway will add their abilities with
the saxophone and other instruments, whole
Howard Alden provides the quality of the
old swing musicians through the guitar. In
addition,the Festival stars trombone-player
Urbie Green,pianist/composer Stanley Cowell, bassist Peter Washington and drummer
Alan Dawson.
The Festival's producer,George Wein,produced the original Newport Jazz Festival in
1954, and is now the President of Festival
Productions Inc., which producesja77 festivals
throughout the world.
Accompanying the Festival will be a display of vintage photographs, a collection of
Newport Ja77 Festival memorabilia and original film footage.
Tickets are available atthe MCA box office.
For more information, call 581-1755.

from page 9

Pulp

from page 10

The beginning ofthe third story is the actual
beginning of the movie, and the second
story actually happens last. But the order
does have logic behind it.
The scattering of the film is a part of its
message. Knowing that a certain character
will die actually makes the messages introduced later stronger.
"Pulp Fiction" is a revolutionary film,
perhaps a little too much so to take home any
Oscars or break any box office records, but
it should be recognized for its originality
and boldness.

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

Record

from page 9

Lucas • Lucascentric
Big Beat/Atlantic Records
Like 98% of all press releases, Lucas' bio claims that his style of music
cannot be labelled. I can and will: pop
rap.
However, this is not really a bad
thing: the album is good, and that infectious single "Lucas With The Lid
Off"(that everyone must have heard 50
times by now) puts it over the top for
me. I'm also taken with big band samples featured prominently throughout
the record.
Lucas does have a sense of humor at
least; this record is thematically balanced in that there are one or two songs
bitching about the city but there are also
a large amount of more lighthearted pieces. Lucas' musical background seems a
bit odd, drawing from a large number of
disparate sources, but I think it all comes
together cohesively.
If you like this sort of lighthearted
(for the most part, at least) rap, this is
the record for you.

Workstudy
Positions
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

We are seeking detail-oriented Customer Service
Representatives who will have a great deal of contact with the University community and the general public selling performance tickets
for the Hutchins Concert Hall at the
Maine Center for the Arts. General office work included.
REQUIREMENTS:
You must be able to work 12-15 hours per week plus nights and weekends.
You must have good telephone communication skills and good public contact
skills. Use of IBM Terminal preferred.
TYPING and PEOPLE SKILLS A MUST.
Contact the Box Office at 581-1755
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Editorial
• Column

Techno-newspapers
ofthe future
by Jason McIntosh

Last weekend,some of the Campus' editorial and business staff
trucked down to Boston for a conference of student journalists. The keynote speaker
there was Jack... uh,Jack Somethingorrather, who used to serve as editor-in-chief of the
Boston Globe. One of the major points of his address involved the big changes that
everyone's predicting for the American news media, particularly how it will tie in to the
great global virtual-reality superstructure of the information superhighway, which is
growing and developing, like any good technology, at a chip-frying rate.
The Campus walked away from this event feeling pretty smug, because we've been
"wired" into this whole mess for quite some time. Not to boast, but we've got enough
computers so that when some nice person stole a couple of our machines over last year's
winter break, we screamed in rage and fell into a mire ofinternal paranoia for only a few
days, and then got right back to work.
We're also quite proud of owning the world's crankiest network manager/music
review mogul, Sam Bailey, who is presently working on setting up some publiclyaccessible pages on the World-Wide Web for this paper.
But I don't know how sure I am about the whole electro-interacto-multi-multi-media
revolution that Jack and some others are chattering about.
Some people, especially visible on a few of the 'net's newsgroups, gleefully predict
the total downfall of the American mass media once the nation's population discovers
the possibilities ofthe Infobahn for itself and shuns all prepackaged news for free-access,
pick-and-choose information.
Well... okay. For a few suave techno-hipsters, this may be an option. Most of
America, though, hasn't the time or interest to click around the planet sniffing out
news.
On the other hand, many mass media outlets have begun to await the revolution with
giddy anticipation. Pick up an issue from the last month or two of Time or Newsweek
and flip around. You'll spot little sections written in an excited style(probably,I suspect,
the product of an experienced journalist who's only recently had the time to explore the
Internet a little) detailing interesting little bits and pieces of the 'net.
That shows at least one genuine limitation of the printed press when it tries to cover
the events of cyberspace: in the time it takes to find, write a little blurb about some piece
of the 'net and publish it, several hundred more pieces that are just as interesting have
popped up right next to the first.
The most we can expect, I think, are drastic changes in format, but not content. The
broadcast media will continue to become much more visually and aurally mind-blowing,
simply extending the process ofconstant imagery-change they've been involved in since
their creation, and the print media, eventually, will adapt itself to an electronic form.
I don't think journalists or their readers should brace themselves for any specific
thing, though. After the initial confusion over which buttons to push or whatnot, print
media should become more immediately informative than ever. I can see everything
produced in basically the same style, but with built-in means tojump instantly to related
stories, or write responses over e-mail, and generally do all the other sorts of neat things
that AT&T says we will. It should be pretty cool.
And remember: until the day comes when all our food comes in little, Jetsons-like
dehydrated capsules, you cannot wrap fish in a computer. Thank you.
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• Guest Column

End Poverty
By Jan Lightfoot
As the staff person for a 24 hour Homeless Crisis Hotline, I am aware of the daily
suffering of Maine's 230,000 poor. This human misery is avoidable. Laws ostensibly
create programs to eradicate life threatening hardships.
These programs fail because 1) they are enacted by leaders who lack any firsthand
knowledge of tools required to overcome poverty. 2) They are grossly underfunded. 3)
Public officials misstate the laws they are entrusted to protect.
Yes, the poor of the United States have it better than the poor of many other countries.
But the American poor still lack resources to overcome the hopelessness of poverty. A rich
country who has 35 million poor unable to reach their potential is a unthinkable disgrace.
ENDING POVERTY would require close examination of the factors accomplished by
experts. The experts being the people who are the working poor. Or welfare parents. They
alone have firsthand knowledge of the problems.
These are the experts, not the people with fancy pays and fancy houses. Those people
only GUESS. The people who must scurry to continue to exist know what tools must be
acquired to overcome poverty. Yes, the poor may lack knowledge of what is our GNP, but
they know what is needed to end their own poverty.
The programs set up to assist the poorest of the poor actually keep the overall tax burden
low. It costs less to pay monthly rent for even a year than to pay hospital costs for a week.
A 1989 study showed the "unhoused" are 25% more likely to be injured, raped, become ill
or die than their housed counterparts.
Yet our government's meager allocations of emergency rents, deposits, and utilities
lasts 1 or 2 month of the 12 months each year. This is underfunding. In Maine, subsidized
apartments average a two year waiting list. In NYC, it is a ten year wait. Underfunding is
Cost-INeffective.
The poorest of the poor seek General Assistance (local welfare) or AFDC to be wrongly
denied assistance. Laws are routinely redesigned by those empowered to invoke them.
Federal documentation admits in 1991 that 264 cases were "Improperly Denied or terminated from AFDC Aid to Dependant Families."
An agency ran by and for the low-income did a study where 8 out of 11 towns misquoted
General Assistance (GA) laws. Recently a trusted official told a battered mother she
locked "good cause" to quit her job and move. She and her infant were disqualified for
assistance 120 days. Living in her car caused the infant to get pneumonia. The infant was
hospitalized for 35 days.
Maine law clearly recognizes "abuse" at job or home as a "good cause" for relocating.
Yet, because of the official REINVENTED LAW,taxpayers saved $350 and spent $30,000
on needless hardships, and almost death were endured.
Ending poverty can be accomplished when each of us feel a real concern and takes
positive action to share the resources we have. Officials must adhere to the laws AS
WRITTEN, and then adequately FUND and improve programs.
Together we can give the down-trodden "Hope" making this a Better World. Those
interested IN ENDING POVERTY please write Hospitality House, Inc., P.O. Box 62,
Hinckley, ME 04944 or phone 207/453-2986 or 1-800-438-3890.

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas
among members of the university community. Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words. Guest Columns should be approximately 600
words. Unsigned and anonymous letters will not be published without a compelling reason. All submissions will be edited for length, taste and libel. Direct
inquiries to the Opinion Editor at 581-1270.
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-Rape is not an act of love, it's an act of violence.
-Communication can prevent rape. Men and women asking "Is this OK?" is a
great way to open the conversation.
-Acquaintance rape is more common than most people realize. Remember,
friends don't force friends.
-There is support available for those who have been raped.
The Maine Campus, and much of our UMaine community, has been supportive of the efforts of this committee. We will continue throughout the year to
provide rape prevention activities and to promote a safe community.
Thank-you
Rachel Bedard
Rape Awareness Committee
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• Panhellenic Council response
To the Editor

_

Letters
• Rape awareness clarification
To the Editor
I wish to respond to your editorial of October 14 titled "No means No, Dean," which was
based on excerpts of conversation taken from a tape recording of a panel discussion during Rape
Awareness Week. No one needs to remind me of the meaning of"no." I have been consistent in
this attitude of all my personal and professional life.
As a panelist I was reporting what several women have said to me. I was also responding to
the written comments that had been displayed in the Memorial Union all week. Unfortunately,I
was both misquoted and quoted out of context. Two important things I said which were not
included in the editorial were: "...anything that comes close to an 'N'coming out of the person's
mouth is a'NO: and when a member of the audience stated, "...(It's) safer for the man when he
hears `no' to just stop," I replied, emphatically,"I'm not disagreeing with that I think the male
absolutely should stop!"
The editorial would have much more fairly represented my personal attitude if my statements
had been quoted in full, even if the tone and the candid give-and-take of the discussion were not
accurately reported. No one from The Maine Campus attempted to contact me for questions or
clarification about these taped comments,even though my door is always open to students. We
should not be drawing sides and making distinctions not intended in such an important attempt to
clarify communication about rape; rather we should be working together to foster understanding
and build empathy. We must all be careful about how we communicate and how we report.
If my remarks have been misinterpreted, I am sorry and concerned. However, I will not
apologize for asking the hard questions:"Why is it that some men do not accept `no,' and,even
more importantly, what can we do about that?" My intent at the panel discussion was to examine
why "no" is ever mistaken for anything but "no." I believe strongly that we must openly discuss
the culture that confuses this issue. I wanted to acknowledge this confusion and try to better
understand it.
Rape is not acceptable in any culture, and I will continue to work with the Rape Awareness
Committee as I have done for many years. What is involved is an on-going educational process
and an honest struggle to improve communication between men and women. I hope we can all
work toward this common goal.
Dwight L. Rideout
Dean of Student Services

I am writing in response to the editorial written 10/17, "Sobering Up," by F.J.
Gallagher.
lam a little confused. Mr.Gallagher has been heard many times slamming the Greek
System.In his eyes the Greeks can do nothing right,so now,during the Drink Out, when
the Greek System pulls together to reflect upon the role that alcohol plays in our lives,
we are ridiculed. Not only are we ridiculed, but the Greeks are accused of using the
Drink Out as a "shameless public relations ploy."
I wonder,does Mr. Gallagher realize that 55% of all charitable donations made from
the undergraduates of the University of Maine are made by the Greeks? Is this a
"shameless public relations ploy?" To Mr. Gallagher it would have to be, the Greeks
couldn't possible want to do something positive or helpful for the University or the
community,could they?
One other area that has me a little confused is why Mr. Gallagher assumes that only
the Greeks are participating in the Drink Out. The Greek Peer Educators are sponsoring
the event, but anyone can sign up to participate, that means any student or faculty
member could participate. I think we all know what happens when you "assume;" Mr.
Gallagher must have forgot.
To the students,faculty and staff members ofthe University of Maine,! would like to
present the idea that the Greek System is not out to be "holier-than thou" as Mr.
Gallagher suggests, but rather we are taking a step back to reflect on choices that we
make in our lives. The Drink Out is designed to make people aware of the role alcohol
plays in their lives. I might suggest that Mr. Gallagher think twice before he casts the
first stone towards the Greeks, unless of course he has never indulged in life's little
pleasures such as junk food, cigarettes or alcohol.
Nicole M. Austin
Sister of Delta Zeta
Panhellenic Council Chairwoman

•Support for Dean Rideout
To the Editor
Your recent editorial,"No means No, Dean," unfairly and inaccurately portrayed
Dean Rideout as an archaic and unenlightened member of the university community.
Your editorial posture is way off the mark. I have known Dean Rideout for many
years, and I have had the opportunity to discuss many contentious and vexing social
issues with him. His actions and words have always shown him to be a strong advocate
of women's rights and justice for all people. He has been a tireless supporter of rape
awareness activities, and he has consistently challenged cultural attitudes and social
structures that encourage violence against women.
Robert Q. Dana
Associate Director, Student Health and Prevention Services

• Rape Awareness Committee
To the Editor
We on the Rape Awareness Committee feel the need to restate our purposes for having
Rape Awareness Week. Let it be clear that in no way do we support attitudes or
communications that make an environment unsafe for any of our community members.
When a two year old yells NO,she is sending a clear message that she doesn't want to
do something. She can say it politely or yell it, but the end result is that she states her
wishes clearly in that one syllable, two letter word: NO. When that toddler becomes a
woman, doesn't NO still carry the same significance that it did when she was two? She
still means NO,and there really isn't any other interpretation of that work. What else does
a woman have to do to indicate that NO means NO?
The Rape Awareness Committee would like to reiterate a concept that the keynote
speaker, Katie Koestner, brought up during her presentation. Our feeling is that communication is the key to preventing rape. It is perfectly acceptable to ask,"Is this OK?" It does
not ruin the mood. And if the answer is NO, whether whispered or yelled, then the
behavior must stop. Saying NO is not part of a game. It is a statement that needs to be
taken seriously.
Rape Awareness Week is designed to be an educational experience for our community.
We want people to realize that-No means No, now and forever.

• Solidarity day rally
To Students and University of Maine Employees:
On behalf of all employees of the University of Maine who are working without a
contract, there will be a Solidarity Day Rally, Monday, October 24th (United Nations
Day)on the mall in front of Fogler Library from 11-12:30.
We are requesting your presence at the rally as a way ofshowing your support for all
UM employees who are working without a contract, who continue to work ambitiously
to support the University of Maine, its students, and the people of the State of Maine.
Many hourly-paid employees will be taking vacation time if their schedules do not
otherwise permit their attendance at this rally. We hope we can count on all of you to
attend this important event.
Sue McLaughlin, Nancy Smith, Co-presidents, Associated COLT Staff of the
University of Maine
Earl Beard,President, Associated Faculty of the University of Maine
Robert L. Piccone, President/Business Agent, Teamsters Local #340, Service/
Maintenance and Police Unit
Carolyn Forget, President, University of Maine Professional Staff Association.
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By Patric Walker
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by J.C. Duffy

For Friday, October 21
IF TODAY IS YOUIR BIRTHDAY:
There seems to be a tug-of-war between your
desire to enjoy life and your determination to
make your mark in your profession. Planetary
aspects, however, signify that it should be possible for you to have cake and eat it, too.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19):Intense planetary activity in Scorpio, as well as the solar
eclipse on November 3rd, is urging you to
reject or discard anything of no further use of
value. A new association or involvement is
about to bring a welcome change in your finances.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Domestic
matters appear to be in a state of flux which,
despite your stable, dependable nature, is unsettling to say the least. What comes to light,
however, by way of a personal of business
partnership suggests that this unhappy phase is
about to end.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): There is no
longer any need to keep to yourself of hold
back for fear of disapproval. The time is right
to reveal your range of thoughts and feelings
on career or professional matters in particular.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Stunning
planetary influences relate to both creative
projects and affairs of the heart. Personally,
romantically and even professionally, most of
the storm clouds should begin to disperse, leaving you free to chart your own destiny.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Information
received over the next few days can only make
you realize how accurate your instincts have
been. Don't be afraid, therefore, to start making long-term plans, even though family or
property matters still need more than the usual
amount of attention.
VIRGO (Aug.23 - Sept. 22): If you spend
too much time weighing the pros and cons of a
major development related to a personal of
business partnership, then you may risk missing the boat. Trust in your own instincts and
remember that the first flash of insight is usually the best.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Current aspects are trying to remind you that it would be
foolish to take your good fortune for granted
and that whatever has been given can just as
easily be taken away again. Even so, you have
reason to feel confident about all areas related
to work and finances.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Powerful
planetary influences urge you to brook n interference in your handling of intensely personal
relationships. You've been given superb opportunity to finally let go of what is really a
thing to the past. Make the most of it.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Refuse to wallow in any feelings of regret
or remorse. This is a demanding time, but
there will be opportunities of you to take
great strides over the next few days. This
particular true when dealing with domestic
issues.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Lasting happiness can never be found by holding on, only by letting go at the right time.
Allow others the freedom they appear to
seek. Then and only then will you be able
to make the most of a whole new set of
opportunities.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Potent
planetary activity signifies you should have no
qualms about seeking recognition. In fact, seldom have you been in such a strong and enviable position, professionally and financially,
and other will wish they had not written you
off.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Circumstances beyond your control are forcing you to
delay a career decision you would rather get
out of the way. Planetary aspects indicate,
however, that one major personal of emotional
obstacles is about to be removed.
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By Patric Walker
For Saturday, October 22
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Although the odds seen to have been stacked against
you on the work front, experience tells you this
is only a temporary setback. In fact, it's only a
matter of time before you find the courage and
confidence to outsmart and ultimately outmaneuver rivals.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Your head
is telling you to hold off on a business of financial arrangement, while your heart says you
should go for it. Common sense must be allowed to have the final word, especially since
no one is pressuring you to make a snap decision.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): It will
require a considerable degree of willingness to
see both sides of the argument if you are to
avoid a sudden upset at home. Even if you
know you're in the right, there are others who
are in no mood to back down or admit defeat.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Something
which seemed like a major personal or professional setback has obviously turned out to be
nothing of the sort. Even so, you are advised to
keep your eyes and ears open, just in case certain individuals are still tempted to steal a march
on you.
CANCER (June 23 - Aug. 22): A brandnew planetary set-up leaves you no options but
to broaden your horizons. Less courageous individuals will try to dissuade you from taking
risks, especially with finances, but don't allow
anyone to hold you back.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Current aspects
indicate you've had your fill of confrontation
even if it is for a worthy cause. superb planetary
aspects signify that the contentment and peace
of mind you seek can only be found closer to
home o thorough a shared venture.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): The answer
to life's problems will be found on your own
doorstep. In fact, the small voice of reason
should be telling you to take a long, hard look at
your everyday commitments and throw out whatever no longer fits or feels right.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): If a financial
matter is to be settled in your favor, then you may
have no other option but to issue an ultimatum.
Only then will you be free to focus your attention
on the work front where you're about t be offered
the opportunity you both seek and deserve.
SCORPIO(Oct.23 - Nov.21): Too narrow
an outlook within you're emotional attachments
can only limit your chances of finding true love
and happiness. Where affairs of the heart are
concerned the trick, as always, lies in wanting
what you have rather than having what you
want.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): Don't
let minor disagreements blow into major disputes. Planetary aspects in the part of your solar
chart related to domestic and property matters
suggest you can turn almost any situation to
your advantage. Even long-standing fears and
insecurities now seem less daunting.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 - Jan. 19): You're
determined to improve your financial setup, but
it appears is equally determined to hold you
back. There i some jealousy involved and,even
though you may feel sorry for the individual
concerned, that doesn't mean you have t put up
with the situation.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Minor
wrangles with a partner are now in danger of
becoming major confrontations. Even so, you
are capable of finding a solution. In fact, planetary activity indicates that the art of living lies
not in eliminating troubles but in growing with
them.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): If business
associates are making a fuss about problems
which really are of their own making, there's
nothing you can do but leave them to their own
devices. You should be more interested in developments taking place in your personal life.
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New York Times Daily Crossword No.0825
ACROSS

•

1 Jam maker
8 Mounds of arms
14 Facsimile
15 Tour follower
16 Occupy
17 Treadmill
18 They may try
you
19 RR depot
21 Borders
22 Look up and
down
23"No bid"
25 Curve between
musical notes
26 "Agnus --"
27 Crustacean
catcher
29 Before

30 Scopes Trial

54 Sullivan

defender
32 Fit into the
schedule
34 Coal container
35 Razor-billed
bird
36 Reindeer
relative
40 Like this answer
43 Constellation
next to Scorpius
44 Membership fee
for 39-Down?
46 Shipping letters
48"-- Was a
Rollin' Stone"
(1972 hit)
50 Picker-uppers
si Stories
52 Uses a knife

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
CAVE
RAMPS•BUST
AGEE
IDEAL
ONTO
HUSKYVOICE
MEN
NET
EARN
DREAMY
TALE
ADORNS
CHARTS
CR IBS
LOVES
GLEN
HALF
OPEN
SLING
OLIO
GI RD
TACT
PROMO
SWANK
RATTED
THEEND
BENS
TOOTED
MIDI
BOO
HOOT
PHYS
CSLAB
OLDE
AARON
PATE
USSR
THANK
ASHY

IX

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

Award
grp.
55 Sommelier's
offerings
56 "Four Quartets"
poet
58 Temporary
60 Sprays,
perhaps
61 Ruin, as plans
62 Naguib's
successor
63 Originally
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43

Shooter
supporter
2 Took back
3 Highest orbital
points
4 Get wider
5 Whopper
juniors
6 Henri's here
7 Dupe
8 Bathing suit top
9 Bit
10 Takes to the
street edge
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12 Visualize
13Is incensed 15 Comprehends
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Puzzle by Harvey Estes

28 City on the Loire
31 Baseball stat
33 Ring result
36 Where nautical
rope is wound
37 Uzbek lake
38 Duelers'
equipment
39 W.W. II craft
40 Masters
tournament
location
41 Freeloader

42 Cracker toppers 51 Florentine
painter
45 Certain code
53 SpOt
carrier
55 "Star Trek"
47 Ruthless ruler
Klingon
49 Book
57 Finish'd
containing
legends
59 Youngster

Get answers tu any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656 (75C each minute).

PersonalAstrologyConsfl 1-'9-LionstyTelephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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State News
• Agriculture

• Bangor authorities identify victim

• Gas truck crash forces exodus
• Abortion

Maine farmers face potato blight
ST. AGATHA (AP)— Potato growers
in northern Maine say potato blight is ravaging their crops again and threatening to
put some farmers out of business.
This is the third year that late blight, an
airborne fungus, has struck northern Maine
growers, who say the disease wasn't evident until they had harvested and stored
their crops. Then the potatoes started disintegrating.
"The potatoes I harvested and stored
are now breaking down. It almost seems
like a cancer in humans. The potato just
breaks down to nothing," said Gerard Ouellette of St. David, who is hauling thousands
of barrels of potatoes out of storage to be
dumped.
Instead of hauling their potatoes to market, farmers are moving them back into the
fields. Many loads sent to brokers out of
state have been returned.
"It's a disaster. I may well have a total
loss," said Roland Albert of St. Agatha.
Standing in a storage shed on Thursday,
Albert softly squeezed a potato that had
been stored for two days. The skin broke
open and the potato oozed.
International Students
DV-1 Greencard Program. by U.S. Immigration. Greencards provide US
permanent resident status Citizens of almost all countries are allowed.

For info & forms:
New ERA Legal Services
20231 Stagg St., Canoga Park, CA 91306
Tel:(818)772-7168:(818)998-4425

Maine potato industry officials are investigating the strong strain of late blight
that has plagued growers for at least three
years.
Potato blight caused the Irish potato
famine in the mid-19th century.
In Maine, the disease has threatened to
put some growers out of business as it
spread throughout central Aroostook County and the St. John Valley area of northern
Maine.
"We need some answers," said David
Lavway, executive director of the Maine
Potato Board."We need some research."
David Lambert, a plant pathologist at
the University of Maine, said the late
blight fungus causes a breakdown in the
potato vine and tuber. Once the breakdown has started, the potato becomes
susceptible to other disease that can speed
deterioration.
In the St. John Valley, the problem is
related to the weather during the past growing season. "Moderate temperatures and
wet weather makes it serious," he said.
Presque Isle and areas to the south got a
break in August, when the weather was
dry. But in the St. John Valley,6 inches of
rain fell and the disease kept progressing,
he said.
Lambert said that while the damage to the
potatoes was caused by a variety of organisims "blight started the disease process."

The most exciting STRR TREH event of 1994
will nor he relevised!

Bangor clinic says it
won't bow to protests
BANGOR (AP) — Abortion protesters
who halted abortions at offices in Rockport
and Falmouth will not succeed with their
latest target, said the operator of a Bangor
clinic.
Ed Gerrish of Stockton Springs said his
protest group has moved its efforts to Bangor,
where it is determined to convince the staff of
the Mabel Wadsworth Women's Health Center to stop performing abortions.
Ruth Lockhart, the center's executive director, said the effort will fail. The center, in
fact,is planning to expand its abortion services.
Three protesters gathered Wednesday on
Harlow Street, marking the second demonstration outside the center. Four protesters
were present last week. The group's routine
is to spend one day a week at its target site.
A window was broken at the back of the
health center during last week's protest, but
Gerrish denied any involvement in the vandalism. He said his group was "squeaky
clean" and had no history oftrespass,vandalism or violence.
Because the center is located at the privately-owned In Town Plaza,protesters must
picket well away from its doors. The center
staffsees that as a plus, but Gerrish disagrees.

"This is not a free standing clinic. There
are other businesses to think about and I
would not think that the graphic signs that we
carry would lend to the support of those
businesses," he said.
Earlier this year, Gerrish's group shut
down the Falmouth office of Dr. Gregory
Luck, who performed abortions, and convinced doctors at the Penobscot Bay Women's Health Center in Rockport to stop offering abortions.
In closing his practice,Luck blasted Gerrish and his fellow protesters as self-righteous zealots who harassed women,invaded
their privacy and posed a threat of violence.
The Rockport physicians who stopped
doing abortions because of the protests said
they feared for the safety of their patients,
staffand families,especially after the killings
of abortion providers in Florida.
Gerrish said determination and stubborness would eventually convince the staff
at the Bangor center to stop performing abortions.
"We're here for as long as it takes. We'll
be here until that procedure ceases. We're
faithful," Gerrish said, noting that the protesters picketed the Rockport and Falmouth
facilities for about three years.

Mountain Bike Giveaway
No Purchase Necessary • Last Chance Today
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• Accident prevention

Panel backs away from
after-40 driver's tests
NORTHVVOOD, N.H.(AP) — Dorothy share the cane, but will refeive certificates. To
Milligan and Howard Dewey were pre-teens ensure the cane stays in town, selectmen enwhen the Boston Post Cane was first awarded. cased it in the town hall.
In 1909, the Boston Post's publisher, E.A.
Now, at 96, as the town's oldest residents,
mailed a gold-capped ebony cane to431
Grozier,
holders.
they're its firstjoint
They've even outlived the newspaper for New England towns to be given to the oldest
resident. Grozier apparently got a good deal on
which the cane was named.
Whether you consider the cane an honor the canes and wanted to boost readership.
"The idea is that the cane shall always be
depends on how you feel about growing old.
"Idon'tlikeitifiesforoldpeople,"Milligansaid owned and carried by the Oldest Citizen ofyour
town,and that upon the decease of the present
Dewey shies away from the attention.
"I don'tcare whetherI getitordon't," Dewey Oldest Citizen it shall be duly transferred to the
then Oldest Citizen, remaining always in possaid. "It puts you on the pedestal is all it does."
session of whoever is the Oldest Citizen of your
But both agree it carries some distinction.
"I think it's quite an honor that the Lord lets town," Grozier wrote.
The paper died in 1957 but the tradition
you live so long," Milligan said.
Actually. Milligan and Dewey won't get to lives on.

Norman Webb talks to three members of UMaine's Hazardous Materials team
outside of Aubert Hall Wednesday morning. The group entered the building
after someone reported a strange-looking spill within the hall, which houses
the Dept. of Chemistry. It turned out to be only water from an overflowing
sink.(Page Photo.)

• Accident

Fatal ro ane truck crash nromvts evacuation
STANDISH (AP) — Firefighters on
Thursday burned off the propane from an
overturned tank truck that began leaking
the volatile gas after a fatal collision with a
car a day earlier.
Workers burned off the gas with a
"Christmas tree" apparatus made of a series of pipes and valves attached to a leaking valve on the truck.
Hundredsofpeople were evacuated from
nearby homes and businesses following the
Wednesday afternoon crash and residents
were not permitted to return to their homes
until the burn-off was complete.
The propane truck landed on its side
outside the Colonial Marketplace shop-

ping center near the Gorham-Standish line.
A 74-year-old Sebago Lake man died in
the crash. The Sheriff's Department said
that Romeo LaChance's car apparently
crossed the center line before the accident.
The driver of the truck, Leslie Howard
of Gorham,suffered minor cuts and bruises.
As the odor of propane filled the air,
rescue officials evacuated the area within a
half-mile radius of the accident scene.
Among the place closed was the Colonial
Marketplace, which includes a Shop 'n
Save supermarket, banks,fast food restaurants, clothing stores and a video store.
LaChance's vehicle swerved into the

path of the propane truck,according to Cpl.
Kevin Joyce of the Cumberland County
Sheriff's Department. Howard swung his
truck onto the shoulder in an attempt to
avoid the collision, Joyce said.
A damaged fitting around a valve on the
overturned Webber Energy truck was identified as the source of the propane leak.
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•MEXICAN RESTAURANT & CANTINA BAR •
OPEN 7 Days Lunch & Dinner
• Free Chips & Salsa • Frozen Margaritas
Located in the Westgate Mall
• Stuffed Jalapenos
• Sizzling Fajitas
Union Street, Bangor
• Happy Hour Daily 4-6
• Quesadillas
• Private Kids Play Area
• Chimichangas
• Fried Ice Cream

• Fire

Victim'

of Bangor blaze identified

BANGOR (AP) — The victim of a
fatal fire that swept through a mobile home
was identified Thursday and investigators
said the blaze was caused by careless
smoking.
Heavy smoke made it difficult for firefighters to put out the blaze Wednesday
night in the Queen City Trailer Park on
Stillwater Avenue. Assistant Fire Chief

Frank Dinsmore said the fire was so intense
that no one could have escaped.
The dead man was identified as Kendall
A. Bailey,65, who lived alone in the trailer.
An autopsy was planned to determine the
cause of death.
Investigators said the fire was caused
by smoking materials that were improperly extinguished.

Faculty and Staff
Where Can You Turn For Objective
Financial Advice To Help You Chart Your
Course To A Secure Financial Future?

FIRSTMARK03
• Maine's Premier Independent
Financial Services Company
Brian Bernatchez
• Specialist in retirement
planning for professionals in higher education
• Publisher of The
Chronicle of Financial
Planning Newsletter

• 1994 Blue Chip Enterprise
Award Winner
• Estate planning attorney on staff
• 5 1n-house CPAs
• Over 100 years of combined
financial expertise

To schedule an appointment with Brian on his next visit to
campus call: 1-800-274-3476 or write Brian at Firstmark Corp.,
222 Kennedy Memorial Drive Waterville, Maine 04901.

"Propane is a very volatile gas," Joyce
said. "The slightest spark could set it off."
Firefighters from Standish and Limington and officials from the state Department
of Environmental Protection tried to transfer as much ofthe gas as possible to another
truck before burning of the remainder of
the 1,500-pound cargo.

942-6196
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• Lawsuit

• Sap

N.H.town Vermont Agriculture Department
sues state orders limited syrup recall

ANTRIM, N.H.(AP) — Antrim is suing
the state and Conval Regional School District,
claiming the town's taxpayers are being overcharged $65,000 because old figures were used
to set its assessment.
Antrim contends the state's use of outdated
figures to set the town's school tax rate resulted
in property tax bills being too high.
Selectman Philip Dwight said town officials hope for quick action.In the meantime,the
town will pay only the school taxes it believes
it owes, he said.
Assistant Superintendent Keith Burke said
Thursday he hadn't seen the lawsuit or been
notified either Antrim or Bennington might
withhold money.
"We understand (Dwight's) position on
this," Burke said. "But our concern is that,
while the outcome is pending,the schooldistrict
and the students are penalized."
Burke said state officials told him Conval
has nochoice but tofollow the state's method of
assessing school taxes. Burke said he sees no
reason for legal action unless Antrim starts
withholding payments.
Conval serves the towns ofAntrim,Bennington, Dublin, Francestown, Greenfield, Hancock,
Peterborough,Sharon and Temple.
Bennington selectmen are watching thecase
closely and considering withholding $30,000
for similar reasons.
Antrim iscomplaining about the way the state
sets a town's equalized assessment Equalizing
rates make it possible to compare different towns'
tax rates. The equalized rate is then plugged into
the Conval school tax formula to determine each
town's portion ofthe school budget
To find out if a town's overall property
values are rising or falling, the state analyzes
property sales over a 12-month period between
Oct. 1 and Sept. 30.
Old

MONTPELIER, Vt.(AP)— Producers
and marketers of maple syrup in Vermont
hope that a recall ofsome lead-tainted syrup
will not hurt the industry that has become
synonymous with purity.
Agriculture Commissioner George Dunsmore ordered three maple producers to
remove their syrup from store shelves after
tests found higher levels of lead than believed safe.
Producers and the state are trying to move
quickly to find the source of the contamination and to eliminate it or at least reduce it.
Agriculture officials insisted that the
amount ofsyrup ordered recalled was small.
But they said it pointed out the need for
further testing and the need to establish
standards for lead in syrup.
"It's an effort to continue to assure ... the
American public,the consumer ofthis product, that it is the very best," Agriculture
Commissioner George Dunsmore said.
Dunsmore ordered the three producers
to take their syrup off the market after random tests found lead levels above 500 parts
per billion.
Dunsmore said he had spoken with two
ofthe three producers. He would not release

the names until all three had been notified.
One of the producers had not sold any of
the syrup and another had only taken several
gallons to a local store to sell. That syrup
was removed from the shelves Wednesday,
Dunsmore said.
He did not know what the third producer
did with the syrup or whether any had been
distributed outside Vermont.
Lead is a heavy metal that can cause birth
defects, retard a child's growth and lower
their IQs. It can be found in a variety of
sources,including old paint and water pipes.
The lead in the syrup was discovered
after the state randomly sampled syrup from
116 sources across Vermont.The tests were
prompted by a smaller sampling done earlier this year, which also found some contamination.
Officials were unsure how the lead was
getting into the syrup. Some suspect lead
solder in the equipment used to boil maple
sap into syrup. Others suggest it could occur
naturally in the environment and be concentrated in the boiling process or come from
syrup filtering equipment.
But they insist that the relatively small
levels of lead found,coupled with the small

amount of syrup that most people consume,
does not pose a significant health threat.
"I am still feeding my kids maple syrup
almost every morning," said Sumner Williams, assistant director of the University of
Vermont's Proctor Maple Research Center.
"My concern is that the maple industry
jump right on this to find where it's originating from."
Besides the three samples that were recalled, Dunsmore said, 17 other samples
had concentrations of between 250 and 500
parts per billion.
There is no official guideline on what
level of lead is considered safe in syrup, but
Vermont Health Commissioner Jan Carney
has tentatively set 250 parts per billion as the
highest allowable concentration.
Dunsmore decided to rely on a limit of
500, similar to a European standard.
Vermont is the largest producer of maple
syrup in the country, producing between
400,000 and 500,000 gallons a year.
Dunsmore said the industry decided last
year it needed to test for lead. After the first
tests came back showing contamination, industry officials in other neighboring states and
Canadian provinces focused on the problem.

• Violence against women

Demonstrator stirs controversy at rally
KEENE, N.H.(AP) — Demonstrators
marched to protest violence against women,
but one spectator staged his own protest,
saying some women get what they deserve.
Andrew Cabot of Walpole, a write-in
Republican candidate for the state House,
held a sign at a "Take Back the Night" rally

Town House of Pizza
Restaurante

827.-6144 or 6157
FAX YOUR ORDER
827-8548

Old Town Plaza - Next to YMCA
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 a.m. Sun. 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

2 Small Cheese Pizza's
2 Large Cheese Pizza's Plus One Topping
One Coupon per Customer
Not Valid With Any Other Offer

EXPIRES December 31, 1994

Wednesday night saying men have a right to
kill wives or girlfriends who have sexual
affairs.
One side of the sign said, in tall, black
letters: "Shoot Adultereses(sic)." The other side said:"Sandra Peacock Got What She
Deserved."
Peacock,of Maryland, was killed by her
husband Feb. 9, a few hours after he came
home unexpectedly and found her in bed
with another man.
On Monday, Judge Robert Cahill gave
Kenneth Peacock 18 months in jail, adding
that he was reluctant to give Peacock any
prison time at all.
As the local chapter of the National Organization for Women collected signatures
to protest the judge's action, a band of teenagers surrounded Cabot.
"What's wrong with you? Why are you

such an idiot?," one teenager asked, while a
friend reached up and tried to snatch Cabot's
sign.
One teenager ripped the sign from
Cabot's hand,and while his friends cheered
and applauded, tore it up. Some gathered
around the torn sign,then somebody handed
Matt Benjamin, 13, a lighter.
"I don't think it's right for a guy to kill
his woman," Benjamin said, as the torn
edges of the sign turned from orange flame
to black.
Cabot has said that if he's elected he'll
"insist on the death penalty for unrepentant
sodomites, murders (sic) and baby killers,
including the moms who put their own materialistic convenience above the life oftheir
baby."
Cabot received 93 votes in the September primary.
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Playing Friday

Playing Saturday

HotWax Band

Danny Tribesman
Reggae at it's best.

Saturday October 29, tC,11.-eapo's Halloween Bash
Look for details next week.
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• Simpson

Judge tries to stop publicity by closing jury selection
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Overwhelmed by
publicity so wide-ranging he's gotten news
clippings from Tibet, 0.J. Simpson's judge
barred the media Thursday from part of jury
selection.
Superior Court Judge Lance Ito closed the
part ofvoir dire in which prospectivejurors will
be asked whether they can still be impartial
despite intensive coverage of the case. Reporters will be allowed back in the courtroom
Wednesday when prospectivejurorsarequizzed
about other matters.
Ito'sruling drew protestsfrom First Amendment experts, many of whom initially thought
he was barring the mediafrom the remainder of
jury selection.
Later,Ito sent a court spokeswoman to the
media center to say he was misinterpreted and
planned to ban reporters only from that part of
jury selection in which prospective jurors are
questioned about their exposure to media coverage of the case.

Attorneysfor media organizations,includ- the morning shows or jokes on the Jay Leno
ing The Associated Press, were studying the show, was not a topic of conversation everyruling before deciding whether to file an ap- where you go."
He noted publicity was so widespread he
peal.
The motion to closejury selection was made had recently received a news clipping from
by both the defense and the prosecution at the Tibet.
Ito has been particularly concerned about a
urging of the judge.
Kelli Sager, a lawyer representing a num- book published this week that he says threatens
ber of news media organizations, said that Simpson's right to a fair trial.
His ruling came just a day after two media
closing the proceedings violates the First
turned down his request to postorganizations
Amendment.
interview the co-author of the
to
plans
pone
upon
going
"We have a star chamber
Brown Simpson: The Private
"Nicole
book,
Union
Liberties
Civil
American
said
stairs,"
attorney Douglas Mirell after the hearing re- Diary of a Life Interrupted." Written by Faye
Resnick, a friend of Ms. Simpson's, it alleges
cessed andjury selection resumed behind closed
that Simpson stalked his ex-wife and threatened
doors.
In 1984, in Riverside Press-Enterprise Co. to kill her.
Earlier this week,jury selection was halted
vs. Superior Court, the U.S. Supreme Court
reversed ajudge's decision to close jury selec- for two days because of the the release of the
Resnick book.
tion in a rape murder case.
Ito, who planned to question prospective
subject
the
not
"was
case
1984
Ito said the
of the talk show circuit, was not the subject of jurors in-depth about the book,cited concerns

that they would not be candid if faced with
scrutiny of their answers.
In the Press-Enterprise case, the Supreme
Court held unanimously that trial judges must
permit the press to attend jury selection except
in rare instances where "closure is essential to
preserve higher values" and there is no less
restrictive alternative available.
"We're not trying to get around the public's
right to know," defense attorney Johnnie Cochran Jr. said."We applaud that. But we're in
a rare, sensitive area."
Deputy District Attorney Marcia Clark said
the private questioning of jurors would make
them feel more comfortable and increase the
likelihood they'll give candid answers.
"If that were the case, all (questioning)
would be closed," Sager said.
Simpson is charged with murder in the June
12knife killings of Ms.Simpson and her friend
Ronald Goldman. Opening statements aren't
expected until November at the earliest.

• Flood

• Saudi Arabia

Clinton plans to see king Texas river catches fire
WASHINGTON(AP)— President Clinton is making plans to meet with King Fahd
of Saudi Arabia and will visit Israel's Holocaust memorial on his Mideasttrip next week.
On his first visit to the area as president,
Clinton also would like to see religious sites
in Jerusalem, but security concerns are being weighed and there is no decision yet.
With Clinton due to depart Tuesday,the
shape of the trip is still not entirely clear. A
stop in Syria remains under consideration.
Flying overnight,he will go first to Egypt
and see President Hosni Mubarak, a tribute
to the Arab leader who has assisted both the
Bush and Clinton administrations in their
efforts to reconcile Israel and the Arabs.
The centerpiece ofthe trip is the signing of
treaty between Israel and Jordan on
peace
a
their southern border Wednesday. Also,Clinton will address the Israeli and Jordanian parliaments and visit American troops in Kuwait.
Squeezing all this into three days will
require some fast-stepping by the president.
He probably will scrub a Hispanic political
dinner in Chicago Friday night but intends
to be home in time for an Italian-American

dinner Saturday.
First lady Hillary Rodham Clinton will
accompany him through most of the trip,
flying home on Thursday for political appearances on the West Coast.
Administration officials said the itinerary still is being discussed by Clinton's
advisers, including where in Saudi Arabia
to meet the king.
On the agenda would be financing of
the expensive massing of American troops
in Kuwait to deter Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein from approaching the border, and
the cost of maintaining a permanent coalition in the Gulf area.
Decisions are being taken with an eye
on security and the recent spate of violence
in Israel. Many of the holy sites in Jerusalem are in crowded areas where controlling
crowds is difficult.
A meeting with Syrian President Hafez
Assad would give Clinton a chance to press
for compromise in peace talks with Israel.
Clinton saw Assad in January in Geneva,Switzerland,and said he found the Arab
leader disposed to reaching a settlement.

HOUSTON (AP) — Fire erupted on
the flooded San Jacinto River late this
morning when a gasoline pipeline exploded, sending dark clouds of smoke
billowing across woods already inundated with water.
Flames shot up more than 100 feet
when the fuel leaked from a 40-inch pipeline in the river near the Interstate 10
bridge just east of Houston. Fuel feeding
the line was immediately shut off, and
the flames dropped.
"There were three loud booms, then
an immediate black cloud. It just began
to spread like wildfire. It started in one
area, but immediately spread," said eyewitness Doug Trowbridge.
The fire started on the water half a
mile north of the interstate bridge and

was swept downstream underneath the
span. The bridge did not catch fire, but
the roofs of least three flooded homes
did. Authorities could not confirm whether the residents were home.
There were no reports of injuries.
Several schools and a chemical plant in
the immediate area were evacuated. The
fire was about two miles from two refineries, which officials said were not in
immediate danger.
The pipeline leaked between 2,000
and 10,000 barrels of gasoline before it
was shut off, said John Tintera of the
Texas Railroad Commission, which regulates oil and gas industries in Texas.
Three barges were sent upstream by
the Texas General Land Office to try to
contain the flames.

Porn Shop OPens
Due to overwhelming community pressure, The Family Market
has placed a rack of adult movies in the dirty redemption center.
The proprietor, Wes, promises to censor out violance, and poor
acting. Wes says "My customer base is composed ofa majority of
young males withfilthy minds and an mate homing instinctfor
cheap beer. They bench pressfull kegs ofbeer andfart a lot."

Adult Movies
Wednesday

Monday

"Buck Night"
$1.00

Friday

"Hump Day" "Ladies Night"
$1.00
$0.69

plus $2.00 deposit plus $2.00 deposit

HALF TIME
HALF ORDERS
HALF PRICE!!
All Half Order Appetizers
at Half Price at Half Time
with every Drink Purchase.
Available Sunday & Monday Night during Football Season only.

plus $2.00 deposit

The Family Market
827 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town

Bangor MallMall Boulevard, next to the Cinema • 947-6969
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Out

from page 7

have representatives from all Greek groups, enough sign-up sheets to generate over 8000
most ofthe Greek organizations have sched- signatures, but received only about 1500
uled non-alcoholic events to coincide with responses.
Alcohol Awareness Week, peer educator
"I think it's working, though," he said.
Melanie Horne said.
"We set out to raise awareness. It wasn't
"A few different fraternities and sorori- about getting people to quit drinking or
ties have planned non-alcoholic functions," anything. It (participation) was mandatory,
Horne said."People are curious, and people yeah, but it wasn't pressured or anything.
are very willing to give it a try."
One guy was turning 21 and he didn't want
Group adviser Dr. Sandra Caron said it to do it, and that's okay."
Caron, who ran the same program in
was to early to evaluate the success of the
Syracuse, felt the effort was successful.
event.
"We're going to meet again on Monday
"I think this was a way to get people who
and assess the situation," she said. "It'll be maybe wouldn't go to a program to particiinteresting."
pate,"she said."I think it's a step in the right
Peer educator Joe McIntyre agreed.
direction."
"It's really tough to say how it's going
Peer educator Mike Diamantopoulos,
right now," McIntyre said. "There's going who works at Cheapo's, said this weekend
to be some evaluation done after the week is will be the test.
over,but it's going to be tough.I don't know
"I work there as a bouncer,so I'll be able
how thorough it's going to be."
to see who's drinking and who's not, that
McIntyre said the group distributed signed up," he said.

Health

from page 6

treatable if detected early on, Mundahl said.
Self exams of the testicles are a process
that should be learned by all men, Ken
Nadeau,PAC Physician at the Cutler Health
Center said.
Testicle torsion is serious and rare injury
where the testicle rotates inside the scrotum
in which the vessels are twisted and blood
supply is cut off, Nadeau said.
The injury is very painful, and if not
cared for within hours of diagnose, the testicle can die, Nadeau said.
Ifthe testicle should die and be removed,
the male is still fertile, Nadeau said.
Males who participate in physical activity can prevent bruising to the genitals by
wearing athletic supports such as a jock
strap or cup.
Athletic supporters protect the genitals
by holding the genitals close to the body to

minimize contusions and movement during excessive physical activity, Nadeau
said.
Contusions to the scrotum should be
treated with ice and rest, Nadeau said.
"It's a good habit to get into (wearing
athletic supporters)for one's own safety. It
decreases the chances of torsion, and in any
contact sport, such as rugby, always wear a
cup for protection. A cup protects genitals
from direct blows," Ben Potenziano, certified athletic trainer said.
Those who have concerns can be treated
in the walk-in clinic,or athletes can go to the
athletic clinic. Both are located in Cutler
Health Center and all visits are confidential,
Nadeau said.
Additional information is available from
the peer educators located in Cutler Health
Center and from the Bangor STD Clinic.

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
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Duke
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ed, Dukakis stated he believed it would
finally happen.
Dukakis said, the unprecedented nomination of his wife, Hillary, also impressed
him. He did mention however that other
First Ladies have also taken on active roles.
Dukakis praised their efforts, saying,
"Eleanor Roosevelt helped on the the New
Deal, and Rosalyn Carter worked on mental
health issues, while Barbara Bush put in
endless hours working with adult illiteracy."
He said Clinton was hobbled by election
year partisanship.
"Bob Dole is a case in point," Dukakis
said. "He was all for the coverage at the
beginning, and as the elections grew closer
and closer, he backed off with his support."
Another problem Dukakis mentioned
was that the plan was much too complex.
"Simplicity is what usually works best,"
Dukakis argued.
Despite his criticisms of the president's
plan, he did have fair words in defense of
him. He praised his efforts to make the
health care crisis a number one priority on
his agenda. He also praised other efforts of
the president.
"If anybody would have told me that
Clinton would have passed the Brady Bill,
made considerable reforms with education
as well as advancements with the present
health care system, I would not have believed them," Dukakis stated.
Dukakis noted the poor health care system in this country.
"In the past year alone,one million more

Americans lost health care coverage. We
live in a country where medical care is
excellent for the rich but not for the less
affluent. Cuba's infant mortality rate is lower than that ofin the U.S. We spend a trillion
dollars a year on medical expenses yet our
care is no better and we are no healthier. It
can be described as mediocre at best."
Dukakis was adamant about the fact the
the U.S. needs a new plan for coverage, but
argued that unless America is willing to
commit to the plan, it will not happen.
"In Hawaii, everybody contributes to
health care, so, therefore,everybody is covered," Dukakis said.
"Their cost of living is in fact greater
than the mainlands, but their cost of health
care is lower. We, as Americans, need to
contribute to our own coverage, we need to
eliminate the free rider," Dukakis stated.
In the open forum, one man proposed a
tax on all items sold in the U.S to pay for
coverage. Dukakis agreed that while a mandatory tax on all items may not be the
solution, we all need to be contributing.
"Everybody needs to contribute, or the
plan will never work. Whether it is with item
tax, income tax or whatever, we all need to
contribute," Dukakis stated.
"I feel that important issues, such as this
one, need to be advocated as well as discussed," Dukakis said. "Even though I had
been defeated in earlier years in the presidential election, I still feel that it is my duty
to advocate these issues and to really push
for the passage of their reform."

Stars

from page 6

thing for everyone to see and do," said
Planetarium Director Alan Davenport.
The new endowment will help ensure the
continuation of educational programs for
thousands of schoolchildren.
"We're very proud of that," said Ted
Whitehouse. "It makes us feel very good."
The ceremony was followed by a short
demonstration of the planetarium's operation and talks by UMaine professors Neil
Comins and David Batuski.
While the adults indulged in the cosmic
discussions hosted by the professors in the
packed planetarium,Hampden storyteller Beth
Davenport kept a large group of excited chil-

dren entertained in the basement of Wingate.
Also as part of the open house, visitors
viewed sunspots through a telescope set up
outside, and they explored a scale model of
the solar system stretched across campus
from Wingate Hall to the observatory behind the Memorial Union.
To cap off the day,the Penobscot Valley
Stargazers held a star party at the Jordan
Observatory from 7 to 10 p.m.
Planetarium shows are free to all UMaine
students and are held every Friday and Sunday. Premiering this Friday at 7 p.m. is
"Cosmic Catastrophes," a presentation of
cataclysmic destruction and excitement.

BURN
VII
M.

Don't miss the Maine premiere of
the new jam-packed feature film
from the world's top skiing
filmmaker. With spectacular skiing
action from around the world and
a hot soundtrack to get you
cranking for this year's ski season! REALITY
Net proceeds to benefit the Jimmie Heuga Center
and the Maine Chapter of the National MS Society.

AAA Accepted

It's Thursday October 27th 7pm at the Maine
Center for the Arts. General admission is $8. Group
discounts available. Call the box office at 581 1755
or Grasshopper Shop for tickets.

UMaine students ONLY $25 for any tow. $20 for
any tow to
AVERY'S for repairs.

Call 581 1755
for tickets
NOW!!!

Each ticket also gets
S7 off a Sugarloaf
USA lift ticket....
it almost pays to
go the movie!

sugarloaf/USA
Sponsored by Darlings Nissan & Bangor Savings Bank

Pmbi,

Vik

art,

, AA., CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRE:S. 14i.

8am - 5pm
$20 Jump Start

AVERY'S TOWING
24-HR. TOWING ANYWHERE
472 MAIN ROAD
MILFORD, ME 04461
Phone 827-5852
Pager 823-9484

Nights
827-3194
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• Maine hockey opens up at Alaska
• Men's soccer drops one
• Football team prepares for UNH

SportsPage
• Field hockey

am sports Black Bears get 10th win against UM
Jimmy Key to undergo
By Tony Hallett

surgery
NEW YORK(AP)—New York Yankees left-hander Jimmy Key is scheduled
to have arthroscopic surgery on his pitching shoulder Wednesday.
Key, 33, was 17-4 with a 3.27 ERA
this season and 35-10 with a 3.11 ERA in
two years with New York.

Trevino sidelined with
bulging disc
PONTE VEDRA BEACH,Fla.(AP)
— Lee Trevino, a six-time winner on the
Senior PGA Tour this season, will be
sidelined indefinitely because of a bulging disc in his neck.
Trevino, second on the money list
with $1,202,369, withdrew from last
week's Raley's Gold Rush in Rancho
Murieta, Calif.

Texas receivers
reinstated
AUSTIN,Texas(AP)— Texas coach
John Mackovic reinstated star receivers
Mike Adams and Lovell Pinkney and five
other players suspended for Sunday
night's 19-17 loss at Rice.
Mackovic said Adams,Pinkney,linebackers Dwight Kirkpatrick and Jonathan
Hickerson,running back Darrell Wilson,
receiver Wane McGarity and defensive
back Shunte Hall had been out early Friday morning, long past "appropriate
hours."

Foster out two to three
weeks
PITTSBURGH (AP) --- Pittsburgh
Steelers running back Barry Foster, the
AFC's leaing rusher through five games
with 518 yards, will miss two to three
weeks with a sprained left knee.
Foster missed the final seven games
last with an injured left ankle that required surgery.

Georgetown star
ineligible
WASHINGTON(AP)— Allen Iverson, one of the country's top freshmen
guards, was declared ineligible by Georgetown for using plane tickets issued by
Nike for a 1993 tournament in Indianapolis, The Washington Post reported today.
The Post said the school informed the
NCAA of the alleged infraction last week
and told the governing body that Iverson
had reimbursed Nike.
Carrie Doyle, director of eligibility
for the NCAA,said Iverson likely will be
reinstated because of the repayment.

Jets linebacker injured
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y.(AP) — New
York Jets linebacker Kyle Clifton underwent arthroscopic surgery on his right
knee and hopes to return for the team's
next game. The Jets are off this week,
then play at Indianapolis.

Sports Writer
The UMaine Black Bears continued to
run rampant through their schedule, defeating the Rhode Island Blue Hens 1-Oat Cape
Elizabeth Tuesday. The Bears improved
their record to 10-4-1 with the non-conference win.
Michelle Gallan scored the only goal of
the game at the 11:42 mark of the first half.
Gallan leads the Bears in scoring this year
with 10 goals. Annie Elkanich was credited
with the assist, giving her a team-leading 11
assists.
"Gallan is having an incredible year,"
Coach Terry Kix ofthe Bears said. Though
the record for goals in a season is 21,set in
1975, Kix said "no one has touched
Michelle's effort in the last five or ten
years."
The game was not an easy one for
UMaine by any means.
"URI is a very scrappy and aggressive
team," Kix said. "We played well for the
first half, but we tuckered out in the second
half."
The Bears managed to hold together
during the second half, and play a strong
defensive game.
"We took advantage of an offensive
opportunity, and our defense played extremely well," Kix said. She was exceptionally happy with the performance of Bear's
goalie Mary-Lou Winstel.
Winstel currently boasts 7 shut-outs this
season,and a save percentage of.917. Winstel made seven saves against 12 URI shots.
Kellie Gorman made six saves on 10
Maine shots.
The Black Bears will play their final two
NAC games this weekend, starting with
Vermont on Friday, and UNH on Sunday.
"The three and four spots(in the tournament) are up for grabs. We need at least
three points, a win and a tie, in these next
two games in order to ensure a spot." Kix
said that currently three teams are battling
for a spot in the NAC tournament; Delaware, UNH and UMaine.
"These last two games are the most
critical of the season," Kix said.
UMaine currently has never beaten the
University of New Hampshire. Kix remains

optimistic about the upcoming confrontation.
"New Hampshire has scored the most
goals of any team in the conference. They
are vulnerable on the defensive end. We're
just the opposite. We are very defensive,but

not explosive on offense."
Vermont will also be a challenge for the
Bears.
"Vermont has a strong defense,and they
play very well at home," Kix said.

Annie Elkanich, a sophmoreforward,leadsthe UMaine field hockeyteam with
11 assists this year. Maine improved to 10-4-1 with a win over URI.(File Photo.)

• Ice hockey

Maine opens season at Alaska
By Larry Rogers Jr.
Sports Editor
The Maine Black Bear hockey team
will embarked on their '94-'95 season last
night against the University of AlaskaFairbanks and will play another game tonight as well as tomorrow night. Last
night's game had not been played yet at
press time.
Two big surprises for Maine are related
to their defense. One, freshman defenseman Jeff Libby out of Waterville, Maine,
will skate on the first line with senior
captain Chris Imes; and two,junior goalie
Greg Hirsch will serve as the back-up goalie to Blair Allison. Blair Marsh was the
back-up last season.

The Bears will be taken on an Alaska
Fairbanks squad which has already played
two games, the Nanooks are 1-1. Top
players for UAF over their first two games
are senior forward Kirk Patten (2 goals, 2
assists,4 points),sophomore forward Cody
Bowtell (2-3-5), sophomore Pat Williams
(2-2-4) and junior Trent Schachle (1-1-2).
Senior goalie Brian Fish is 1-1 with a 5.54
GAA.
Maine coach Shawn Walsh decided to
bring Hirsch on the trip tp Alaska following
an outstanding pre-season camp by the junior netminder.
"Hirsch has really had a good camp,"
Walsh said. "He's been consistent from
day one and he's earned a spot on our
team."

The Black Bears will look to a number
of different players to put the puck in the
net. Maine's top line will look like this:
freshman Scott Parmentier on the left wing,
freshman Shawn Wansborough at center
and junior Brad Purdie(6-8-141ast season)
on the right wing. This line combined for
three goals and four assists in last week's
Bue-White game. The second line will
feature junior Reg Cardinal (9-16-25) at
left wing, sophomore Dan Shermerhorn
(10-15-25) at center and junior Tony Frenette (0-5-5) at right wing. Line number
three will consist of sophomore Trevor
Roenick (4-3-7) on the left side, classmate
Tim Lovell (7-13-20) at center and junior
See HOCKEY page 23
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• Football

Black Bears host Wildcats, will try to make it 4 in a row
By Larry Rogers Jr.
Maine's offensive line

Stinson and Mike Thomas along with junior
center
Mike Missbrenner.
Sports Editor
•Maine's defensive stoppers have been
The University ofMaine football squad senior defensive tackle Mike Adamets (4
has a chance to crack the .500 mark over- sacks), freshman free safety Derek Carter
all and in the Yankee Conference. Maine (48 TT,3 Int.), along with linebackers Ross
(3-4 overall,2-3 conference)hosts power- Fichthorn(56 TT)and Ako Stafford(52 TT,
ful New Hampshire(5-1, 3-0) 1 p.m. Sat- 3 sacks). Junior punter Jerrod Thebarge is
urday, at Alumni Field.
fourth in the conference with a 38.4 yard
The Bears can really make a lot of noise average.
around the league with an upset win over
•Maine's rushing offense as a whole is
the Wildcats, who are the only team in the now ranked third in the conference, averagconference without a conference loss.
ing 203.4 yards rushing per game, while
•Maine has won their last three games New Hampshire's rushing defense is also
in a row, which marks the first time they ranked third in the league, setting up a great
have won three in a row since 1989. After match-up. The Wildcats also lead the league
starting the season 0-4, the Bears posted in turnover margin with a +12.
wins over Delaware, Richmond and
•Senior tailback Avrom Smith leads the
UConn.
Wildcats' rushing attack with 606 yards on
•The Bears will again use the back- 129 carries and eight touchdowns, while
field 'bull set' of fullbacks Steve Knight quarterback Jim Stayer has completed 86 of
(122 carries, 623 yards, 4 touchdowns) 147 passes for 960 yards and six touchand Ray Baur(56-270-2), with depth add- downs. Calvin Jones has been Stayer's top
ed by sophomore tailback Bob Jameson target, catching 25 passes for 290 yards and
(74-347-1). Head Coach Jack Cosgrove one touchdown. Senior linebacker Warren
inserted the two before the Delaware game Armes heads up the defensive corps with 59
due to injuries to tailbacks Andre Pam stops.
(hand)and Bob Jameson (ankle), and the
•Maine leads the all-time series between
two have combined for 622 yards on 114 the two schools 37-36-8, with UNH wincarries(5.5 avg.). Knight, Baur,Jameson ning three of the last four meetings-includand Pam have been running through some ing last year's 63-13 rout.
great holes created by Maine's offensive
•The third quarter has been a big one this
line composed ofsophomore tackles Ryan year for Maine, they have outscored their
Ray and Mike Flynn,junior guards Steve opponents 50-25 in the third.

THE DAY

Ryan Ray, left tackle. (File Photo.)

MI e Flynn, rig t tac le. File Phott.

Steve Stinson, left guard.(File Photo.)

Mike Thomas,right guard.(File Photo.

Mike Missbrenner,center.(File Photo.)

Brian Gaine, tight end.(File Photo.)

Stop Smoking.
American Heart
Association
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LINCOLN TOWN CARS

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
DIAL (207) 947-8294 • 1-800-997-8294
Local and Statewide Service • Bus and Airport Service
Time Calls Accepted • 24-Hour Service

Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association

RAMINGHAM
EHABILITATION
ENTER
One ofthe most prestigious rehabilitation centers in greater Boston
is expanding to Maine.
We are in need of a full time speech-language pathologist
•CFY candidates invited to apply
'Salary $38,000 + full benefits
Send resume to
Fax resume to
or call

P.O. Box 2007
Framingham, MA 01701
(508) 875-1789
(508)620-1552

Old downcl3owlinseentet

MC)01-1 TAIit 134coNviirig
Saturday nights, 9:00pm - 12:00am
with every student I.D.
bowl three strings and get the fourth one

Prizes given away all night
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• Men's soccer

• MLB

Free agency Bickering continues Holy Cross downs Maine, 2-1
NEW YORK(AP)— Players and owners
bickered over free-agent eligibility even as
mediator W.J. Usery called for negotiations to
resume Wednesday in Washington, nearly six
weeks after talks broke off.
Seventeen more players attempted tofilefor
free agency Monday and four were rejected by
management's player relations committee,
which claims they don't have enough service
time.
The four — Kansas City Royals pitcher
Tom Gordon, Atlanta Braves pitcher Gregg
Olson, Colorado Rockies pitcher Greg Harris
and Los Angeles Dodgers outfielder Chris
Gwynn—need the52daysofservice timefrom
the strike to reach the required six years.
Four others were rejected Saturday,the first
day of filing: pitchers Jack McDowell of the
Chicago White Sox, Jim Abbott of the New
York Yankees, Kenny Rogers of the Texas
Rangers and Erik Hanson of the Cincinnati
Reds.
Union head Donald Fehr said players will
challenge the rejections but the union must
decide whether to fightthrough a grievance,the
National Labor Relations Board or in court.
Twelve players eligible for free agency are
affected by the dispute.
"It's a matter of considering the various
legal options that are available, talking to the
players," he said.
The 13 players who were allowed to file
included Los Angeles pitcher Orel Hershiser
and Cleveland Indians outfielder Dave Winfield. They raised the free agent total to 22.
Usery, appointed Friday by the Clinton
Administration,will attend Wednesday's meeting, Usery aide Doug Henne said in Washington. Officials of the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service,which entered the dispute
a day after the strike began Aug. 12,have failed
to alter management's demand for a salary cap,
a move players say they'll never accept.

"We'll have to wait and see," Fehr said
when asked whatdifference Usery could make.
"He's supposed to be very skilled and very
persistent. I certainly hopes he makes a difference."
Players and owners have met formally just
three times since the strike began and not at all
since Sept.9,five days before owners canceled
the World Series for the first time since 1904.
Players probably will be unable to bargain
Thursday because agents are scheduled to meet
with union officials in New York. Fehr said he
had hoped the bargaining session could take
place Tuesday but said owners couldn't get
their people in place.
"Usery is controlling the scheduling,"
management lawyer Chuck O'Conner said.
Other players filing Monday were Yankees
pitchers Scott Bankhead and Terry Mulholland,Florida Marlins pitcher Luis Aquino,Reds
pitcher JeffBrantley,Pittsburgh Pirates infielderTom Foley,Braves outfielder Dave Gallagher,Philadelphia Phillies pitcher Danny Jackson
and first baseman Ricky Jordan,San Francisco
Giants pitcher Mike Jackson, Royals catcher
Mike Macfarlane and St.Louis Cardinals pitcher Bob Tewksbury.
The numbers of players eligible dropped to
159. California Angels placed pitcher John
Dopson on waivers for the purpose of giving
him his unconditional release.Giants outfielder
Willie McGee and Phillies outfielder Billy
Hatcher refused outright assignments to the
minors and elected free agency. And catcher
Mark Parent,claimed on waivers by Pittsburgh
from the Chicago Cubs last week, agreed to a
$300,000, one-year contract with the Pirates.
Parent's was only the third deal since the
strike began. The others were by Cincinnati's
Lenny Harris and Thomas Howard.
The White Sox declined to exericse a $2.7
million option on pitcher Paul Assenmacher,
deciding to pay a $500,000 buyout.

Hockey

from page 21

Wayne Conlon (7-9-16) on the right side.
The fourth and final line is made up of
sophomores Jamie Thompson at left wing,
Barry Clukey (7-3-10) centering and Brad
Mahoney (2-2-4) on the right wing.
Maine's defensemen are Libby and Imes
on the first shift,junior Jacque Rodrigue(27-9) and sophomore Jason Dekker on the
second shift, and senior Dave MacIsaac(420-24) with freshman Brian White on the
third shift. Sophomores Jason Mansoff(16-7)and Leo Wlasow(2-2-4)are recovering
from injuries and did not make the trip.
Sophomore Allison (5-5-1, 3.85 GAA)

By Jeannie Blancq
Sports Writer
The University ofMaine men's soccerteam
suffered an additional loss Wednesday at the
hands of Holy Cross for their fourth loss of the
season.
Maine lost in overtime 2-1.
"Partofthe problem when we firstcameout
wasthe size ofthe field and adjusting to it," said
defensemen Dustin Perkins. "It was about 20
yards narrower than our field and that caused
some problems for us."
Again with an altered starting line up, the
Black Bears experienced a bit of adjustment.
Defensemen Paul Kelly wasforced to sit out
afterreceiving hisfifth yellow card ofthe season
on Saturday against UMass.
Co-captain Dan Noblet was out due to a
sprained toe and goalkeeper Jeremy Dube,still
nursing an injury, was put in the goal despite
slight trouble with his ankle.
"GiventheconditionsI was pleased with the
effort everyone put forth," said head coach
Scott Atherley. "First of all we had key guys
missing or hurt who were only 80%."
After both teams put in the effort and came
up scoreless after the first period, captain Bob
Strong came back at60:21 to score offofa Mike
Dunphy shot.
Dunphy nailed a shot at Holy Cross goalkeeper Chris Murphy who reflected the ball to
Strong who was in position to claim the goal.
After hitting the post at least four times,the
Holy Cross Crusaders scored with just two
minutes left in the second period.
Crusader Brian Petz, their leading scorer
with 10 goals prior to the game,scored from a

Paul Nolan assist.
"They were very direct," said Atherley.
"They relied a lot on their throw-ins;they had a
guy who could throw the ball as far as some of
our guys could kick it."
Going into overtime UMaine was unable to
come up with another goal.
"Holy Cross had lots of momentum," said
Atherley. "When the game went into overtime
we werejust so physically tired."
It wasPetz who scored again for the Crusaders at 2:28 into overtime, unassisted.
"I think we kind of beat ourselves," said
Perkins. "Starting from the back we weren't
getting it to the forwards where they could do
anything with it and at the same time we were
having some problems in the midfield and up
front."
Dube collected 12saves while Murphy had
nine.
UMaine shots on goal totaled 17 while Holy
Cross had 23.
"They played the game on that field better
than we did," said Perkins. "Under different
conditions I think we're a better team."
Black Bear Notes:
•Maine falls to 8-4 on the season with only
one of their four loses to a North Atlantic
Conference team.
•Maine hasthree road games yettocome,all
NAC teams who should be a suitable challenge
for the Black Bear team.
•Maine visits New Hampshire this Sunday
fora 1 p.m. match-up. Currently UNH is ranked
third in New England with a record of 10-3-2.
Maine lost to LTNH at home last year 1-2.
•Currently Maine is ranked seventh in New
England.

World Briefs.
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will man the pipes, but it is likely Hirsch
will see some action because Maine be
playing three games in a row.
Walsh said the key to Maine's success
will be the play ofthe second and third lines.
"That's the key to our season," Walsh
said. "We've got about seven second-year
guys that played regularly last year and
three of them got over twenty points. Now
if those guys can make the move to forty
points, we've got an NCAA tournament
team."
Maine leads the series between the two
squads, 3-2.

DEADLINE
EXTENSION!

299

COLLEGE SEASON PASS

SUGARLOAF/USA
94/95 COLLEGE
SEASON PASS

$299
FOR FULL TIME UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
$299 DISCOUNT PRICE GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 24, 1994
ONLY IF PURCHASED FROM YOUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
NEW AT SUNDAY RIVER FOR THE
1994/95 SEASON...
JORDAN BOWL
The Largest Expansion in the History of
Eastern Skiing
FEATURING...
SUNDAY RIVER'S THIRD
HIGH-SPEED QUAD!
OVER 70 ACRES OF TRAILS AND GLADES...
SIX DYNAMITE NEW RUNS IN ALL!

For more information, or to purchase a pass, contact your
campus representatives:

_4
fulltime student season pass price if purchased on campus *12/1/94

DECEMBER 1ST, 1994

FREEEXTRA CREDIT CARD!

4oir

Get an all day lift ticket* for only
$27atKilliington, Waterville Valley
or Mount Snow/Haystack!

David Bergquist and Eric Lowell at 866-5669

Or call Sunday River at(207)824-3000 ext. 255.
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• College football

NFL Standing

Bowl Game ni tmares
teams are the only ones left without a loss
after the bowls?
AP Football Writer
Cook said he might vote for Auburn
It's college football's nightmare sce- because the Tigers would have completed
nario: Five teams go undefeated in the their second straight 11-0 season. They
regular season and none meet in a bowl finished fourth in the AP poll last season
game.
behind a trio of once-beaten teams, includHow about Penn State in the Rose Bowl, ing national champion Florida State.
the Nebraska-Colorado winner in the Or"If they're allowed to play,their games
ange, the Colorado State-Utah winner in should count," Cook said. "You can't igthe Holiday, Alabama in the Sugar and and nore a team that goes two years without a
Texas A&M on the sidelines?
loss"
Or, if Auburn beats Alabama, scratch
"Probation teams should not win the
The Tide and add the Tigers to the list of national championship because they can't
unbeatens.
take the last step, which is winning a bowl
Like Texas A&M,Auburn is on proba- game," Cook's ESPN colleague, Lee Cortion and can't play in a bowl. Both teams so, said.
are eligible for the national championship
So who's got the inside track to the title?
in The Associated Press media poll, alIs it top-ranked Penn State(6-0), which
though probation teams are barred from the leads the nation in scoring and just beat
USA Today-CNN coaches' poll.
Michigan at Ann Arbor?
Five unbeaten teams and no head-toIs it No. 2 Colorado (6-0), which has
head competition to compare them be- already beaten four teams that were ranked
cause ofconference commitments or bowl at the time they played.
bans.
Is it No. 3 Nebraska (7-0), which con"It would be wild," said ESPN com- tinues to win despite the loss of star quarmentator Beano Cook. "There'd be argu- terback Tommie Frazier?
ments in every bar in America."
How about No.8 Alabama(7-0), which
The last time five Division I-A teams keeps winning close games with clutch
had perfect regular seasons was 1979,when plays?
Alabama,Brigham Young,Ohio State,FlorNebraska-Colorado on Oct. 29 and Auida State and McNeese State did it. They all burn-Alabama on Nov. 19 will serve as
played in different bowls and they all lost elimination games. And we'll know more
except for national champion Alabama, about Penn State's chances following the
which beat Arkansas 24-9 in the Sugar Lions' upcoming three-game stretch against
Bowl.
Ohio State, Indiana and Illinois.
The situation could be more confusing
In his preseason predictions,Cook picked
this year because of the NCAA sanctions Penn State to the win the national championagainst No.4 Auburn(7-0)and No.6Texas ship. He thinks the Nebraska-Colorado winA&M (6-0). What happens if the probation ner will take over the No. 1 ranking.

By Rick Warner
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help wanted
$30 hr. minimum. Sell funny college tshirts & profit $3 - $9 per shirt. A riskfree prog. Choose from 19 designs.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4250.
SPRING BREAK - Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun and Jamaica from $299.
Air, hotel, transfers, parties and more!
Organize small group - earn FREE trip
plus commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321.

for sale
Car Stereos, Alarms, Rem. Starters,
Sales/installation. Rockford-Forsgate,
Eclipse, JVC, JBL •Sound Shapers
989-1889.
1993 Lignal Zanzibar Mountain Bike.
19.5 frame. Lots of extras! Call Jim at 9416573,
Zetra 303 Rollerblades. New wheels
608's & bearings. Size 13, used. $65
obo. J - 827-8563.
'87 Nissan Sentra 2 dr. Pioneer
cassette. Great mpg. Runs great. 5
speed standard asking $1,300 or bo call
Steve 827-2798.
'81 -'82 Toyota Tercel Parts - new tires, fuel
pump, heater, Ikwer, motor and more. 8662207.

miscellaneous
Seeking Rental for Prof w/family
near UMO starting 1/95. Call
(206)526-8402 or R&K, PO 95956,
Seattle, WA 98145.
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PRESENTING ME
MOST IMPORTANT
INSTRUMENT IN
E TREATNIENT
STROKEYour
telephone
can make
the different,e
between a stroke
that may take a few
weeks of recovery and one
that takes a life. Hecause the
taster you call an ambulance and get
to the hospital, the greater your chance of
limiting brain Ci bli. age.'Ti, learn more,contact
your nearest American Heart Aasociation.
can help prevent heart disease. We can
tell von how.

4160Arnaloricain HaPcart Asscscicitiort

Maine Campus Classifieds
286 Computer $500 obo. Mono monitor,
31/2" dd, 51/4" hd. Has wp, 123 lotus,
dbase, mcad and more. Mark 947-9833.
'83 Toyota Celica ST - 5spd std, ac, bra,
radio/cassette, new tires, many new
parts. Very reliable. $1000. 827-1053.
'88 Suzuki Katana - red/white new
chain & sprockets. V+H 4 into 1 pipe.
Many extras/matching helmet, tank bag,
bra. Must sell -$2100. Call Jay 581-8560.
Super Nintendo Cartridges (3). Sim
City, Nigel Mansel's Indy Racing, Ivan
Stewart's Offroad. $20 each or $50 for
all. Call Jeff @827-3174.
Reserved Parking for Maine Hockey!
Next to Alfond. $100 for regular
season. Call TKE for info. 866-0677.
Computer - Tandy 1000r1cm5 color
monitor - Mucho software inc. Modem
installed exc. system for $500. 866-3952.
'84 Jeep CJ - 7 exc. body no rust, '86
engine, 55k on engine. Cruise control,
soft top, hard doors $4200. 866.3952.
Rock Shox Mag20.5 Suspension fork
rebuilt this summer. 1 1/8 inch steerer
tube. $175. 866-7693 Tim.
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Stop by the basement ofLord
flail for your classified ad.

Clark's Fitness - tanning, step
aerobics, hair salon, fitness, avon, etc.
827-2456 -25 So. Main St, Old Town.
SPRING BREAK '95 - America's #1
Spring Break Company! Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama! 110%
lowest price guarantee! Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn
highest commissions! (800)32TRAVEL.
Grand Prize $10,000. AT&T Collegiate
Investment. Play stock market. Late reg
till Oct. 31. Call 1-800-545-1975.
Free lingerie, or extra cash, for
giving an exotic lingerie party!
Recorded details (603) 666-9069.
Send for info on business opportunities & how to help the United Way at
the same time. Send sase to 447 York
Hall.
1 Person Needed to share 3 bdroom
apt. from Nov. Everything included local phone, cable. $185/mo. 8278178.
Inlimbo D.J. Service The most
music. All request, exactly what you
want. Mike Laramee 947-9173.

personals
Brian 2 - Double your pleasure double
your fun, we're glad there's 2 Brians
instead of 1 - s**t too!

for rent
Large 5br 3bath apt in Orono, good
condition thru May. 900mth h & hw
included. 827-3780 leave message.
1,2, & 4 Bedroom Apartments
located within distance to University.
866-2816.
5br. Townhouse Apts. - Modern
kitchen, 2 full baths, avail. now & Jan.
$800 mo. Heated, close to Univ. Call
827-6212.
3br Apts near Univ. - Modern, clean,
avail. now & Jan 1. $640. mo., heated.
Call 827-6212.
Private Country Log Home - 7 mi to
univ., kitchen & laundry priv. $260mo.
incl. util. Non-smoker call Al - 8278281.

lost & found
Lost on campus 10/18 - Gold bracelet. If found, please return it! Call 7374195 or leave it in 39 N. Stevens.
Lost: 2 JMC text books in MCA
parking lot. Call T.G. 866-0481.
Found: Glasses and Brown Case
with black trim between MCA and
Perkins Hall on 10/18. Please call 8662102.

